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U published at No. 81) EXCHANGE STKEOT,
easy, and the burden light compared to that
which the wretched sous of toil are perforce
in FOX BLOCK, by
obliged to submit to.
N. A. FOSTER A CO.
Owing to the strict surveilance over the cir- Marine, Fire & Life Insurance
culation of anti-slavery publications heretofore exercised in the slave States by the masTerms:
ters and the local authorities, the prohibition
and London Fire and Life InTu* Portland Dailt I’hkn» it published every
of all sources of correct popular information,
surance Co.
snornlng, (Sundays excepted!,»( *8,00 per year in ad
and the bitter persecution of anti-slavery peorsnoe, to whteh will be added twenty-ire cents for
CAPITAL
AND
in
the
SURPLUS OVEB *10,000,000.
South
those
who
not
ple
by
only govern
each three months' delay, and if not paid at the end
their negroes with an iron hand, hut
the
keep
the
the
of
paper trill b* discontinue!
year
keys of knowledge from the poor white eiti- Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
Single eoplet threeeenta.
xeu, it is not strange tiiat a lamentable ignoof New York, No. 104
Tea Maixr State Pane ispabllsked erery Thursrance exists regarding tile real
designs of the ; CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVEB*000,000,
at
12.00 per annum iu advanoe<2X5
day morning,
ami-slavery extention party of the country. Profits annually divided. 76 per cent, to the dealers.
if paid within six months; and 12.50. if payment be
Had the masses in the South been as well inIbrmed as even the school children of New
delayed beyond the year.
Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
England, such an event as the election of a Charter Oak Of Hartford, Ct.
Republican President could not possibly have
AND SURPLUS *360,000.
CAPITAL
CASH
Rates of Advertising:
caused a rebellion against a government like
Transient AovRStTOKNaRTH, 11.00 per square, | ours. 1 bus it is that they are engaged in
Phenix Fire Insurance Co..
Car three insertions or loos; exceeding three, and not
lighting not against any invasion of the rights
Of Brooklyn, New York.
of the South, hut to sustain the leaders of remuse then our week, 11NS per square; 75 cents per
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.
bellions by whose damnable falsehoods, and in
week slbar. One square every other day one week,
no other way, the hitherto loyal masses were
• 1.00; SO oents per week after.
Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,
induced to their preseut madness.
Kxribitiors, he. under bead ef A arc ax mints,
Of Sprinofikld, Maps.
But while we deplore the wretched IgnoW.00 per square per sreek.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVEB *200,000.
rance manliest in the Southern mind, and conSpecial Notices. 11.80 per square (hr Amt sreek,
demn the proscriptive means which has direct•3.00 per week alter.
Fire Insurance
ly caused it. we cannot justly exculpate that
Business Nencaa, in rending column*. U cents
Of Boston, Mass.
class of politicians, editors, Ac., in the free
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8*00,000.
pur Hue Aw ane Insertion. No charge lorn than Afty
their eyes and stopping
States,
who,
shutting
vents.
their ears to all tile warnings of the past and
Fire and .Marine Ins. Co.,
Leoal Novscme at usual sates
all signs of future calamity, iiave been reckOf South Berwick.
Advertisements Inserted in the Xaiei State
lessly willing to let our ship of state drill onCAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.
ward to the awful breakers upon which she
f'REse (which hms s large otrealatien in every
part o
i« now stranded. Nay, it is not a passive comthe State! for 18 cents par square fa addition to thd
Union Fire Insurance Company,
plicity of which alone they are guilty; for too
above rates for each insertion.
Of Hanuou. Me.
many have, for a consideration,” engaged in
Transient advertisements most be paid for in adCash Capital, paid in and invested according to law,
active
measures
to
overthrow
our
vance.
govern$100,000.
ment, and by compounding with treason, are
no less deserving of the exccreation of mantIF All communications intended for the paper
Commercial Mntnal Marine Ins. Co.
kind than tlte President of the Confederacy or
should be directed tu the •'Editors qftke Press,” and
Nkw Yokk.
his most ellicient supporters.
Those «fa badness character to the Publishers.
One cannot help being reminded of all these
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 9'A0.000.
BFTke Pohtlabd Dailt mud Maine State
things while he observes daily, illustrations of
Press Often, iu Fox Vlocr, No. 82) Exchange
the effect which such proscription, such surJEtna Life Insurance
Street, is open at alt hours during the day and eveOr IIa rtroBD, Cobh.
veilanee, sucli treachery to republican princifit*. from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in (be
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.
ples has wrought in the minds and hearts of
this people. Iu conversing with a slaveholdevening.
ing lady some weeks ago, upon the subject of Ofllce—comer ol Exchange and
IT Jon Priutiho of every deecriptioa executed
Slave
emancipation, I took the liberty to speak
with die patch; and all buftinen* pertaining no the of91 ilk Street*
Portland.
of the economy of emancipation viewed in its
f*c* or paper promptly transacted on application as
relation
to the iudustrial aud social or domesAGENT FOR THE
above
tic wellare of the States. I was somewhat surN. Tork &
prised, wtien she told me she had no idea how
die could live with her colored servants, exSTEAMSHIP COMPANY,
cept to hold them in subjection as slaves. She
AXD THE—
seemed unable to comprehend the principle
that the lalmrer Is worthy of his hire,” or that
State
Line
of Steamers,
Bay
Letter from the 23d Regiment.
fact, without exception, that freedom is as
VIA FALL RIVHK TO NEW YORK, PHILADELCant or Co. B, 23? lit Rkoimkkt, I
dear to the African as to the Anglo-Saxon.
PHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.
Muddy Branch, on I’otomac, Jan. 31,J8(».j
She said her darkies” (the common term for
TICKETS FOR SALE.
•lines nere,
To Me Editor* of the Pro**;
generally pronounced “dawkies )
were very mueh attached to herself am] fainiThe scarcity of war news of late may, perOT“Insures
Buildings. Vessels in port. Merchany, ami that she Reciprocated the attachment,
dize. Household Furniture, Ac., against loss by Fire.
haps, be a sufficient excuse for army corressven to the stine degree she felt for her own
taken
on any desirable Risk.
to
far
8100,(100
a
lur
and
wait
while,
pondents “dry up”
Losses paid at the Portland office.
tindred. Slie gave mo good reason however,
something to happen. It appears that the lit■o doubt lier
tle affair which our venerable Uucie has on
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.
sincerity and tin- trulli of lier
Jan"tf
itatement, when she confessed that she could
hand with his rebellions children down south,
lot believe they were fit for freedom, nor
He not likely to be settled up at once, and as
would it he proper to give them the means of
tic has recently seen lit, in his wisdom, to punpbtaining knowledge. She had never contemish his “wayward” children by depriving them
ot some of their ebony Idols, and as a few raplated such an event as being obliged to Mill
ier affectionate servants, as thousands of slavether sympathizing individuals in the family,
holders have done. In short, I ascertained
who haven't fairly seceded yet, are sniveling
hat the subject of emancipation on all or any
and in some cases getting quite rampant, Its
of its bearings had never been any part of her
highly prsbable that some time will elapse bestudy. On parting, she told me she had
fore he changes his present attitude of hostilijever, either read an anti-slavery tpook or paty to the mntiueers, and permits the sunshine
>
per, or listened to uny explanation of the docof peace to dawn upon us.
trine before.
There is one item that may be of interest
One fact, well known to many in our regito your readers. Itis said, on good uu'hority,
neuL, is illustrative of the affection entertainthat “ail is quiet on the Poloinae.” STo inter'd by tliis female siavemonger for lier rhaltels
ruption of our usual peaceful and orderly conpersonal. Within a hundred rods of her dweldition has occurred of late, except what has
ing, near the public road, were two superauBean caused by a noted outlaw who, through
luated colored women belonging to the esthe means of certain “sympathizers.” has onee
-ate, in a tumbledown log hut. In which it
■or twice obtained surreptitious entrance into
would be considered the extreme of thriftless
camp, and on each occasion lias caused quite
sud
management fora Yankee faruia sensation.
He is known hereabouts by the
:r to Keep bis swine.
It was not so tidy or
name of “Old Rye,” but is well-known in othloinforlable as the stables built for the accomer localities under the euphonious cognomen
C O 91 F A N Y.
of “Rot Gut.” He has numerous relatives all ! pdalion of our horses. The cold wind blew
over the country, all of whom are notorious
hroiigh the dilapidated but with a “perlect ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER I, 1843.
tor their influence in inciliug riots snd lu- | ooseness,” and, during the most severe weath:T in November and December, these aged and
Boston.
maim of various kinds. This same Old Rye,
j ■elpiess
women were destitute of fuel and
CASH CAPITAL, %2,37 2,045 7 4, INVESTED.
many years ago, instigated a rebellion in Pennbod, except what was gi ven them by their
sylvania, which is considered a marked event
lolored friends in the neighlporhood.
da American history; and some thoughtful
Their
Company divides its net earnings to the life
ilia tress did, however, promise to remove
persons, who have good means of information,
policy holders, (not in scrip as some companies
Jiem on a certain day to lier own com(brtable«
have—with how much justice I cannot saydo.)in cash, every five years.
louse, and take better care of them; but.
Arnouut of Cash Dividend paid by thia Company
attributed the present gigantic rebellion in
1 ome time after the
*our country to his demoralizing influence.
I
appointed day, she had in 1868 to Life Members was
not fulfilled her promise.
•do.think, however, that the influence of Old
This is one specimen of the “kind, humane
Rye is not conducive to that spirit of loyalty
ind
careful” treatment of old slaves, of which
Premiums may be paid iu cash, or in quarterly or
and true manliness which should characterize
semi-anuual
we read in “South Side Views” and oilier “exthe American citizen and soldier, but the repavincuts; or when for whole life, they
may t>c paid naif cash, and the balance in cash ou
positions” not of the true character of slavery,
verse.
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
put of the inconsistency,
With regard to the way we dispose of that
hypocrisy, or stu- risk, is
pidity of all whitewashes of oppression.—
Intruder I wilt say that, in some cases, he Is
$15,000.
rbese (poor women had formerly been married,
•qjected by summary process, especially if the
FREE POLICIES.
ind had each several children, born on the esmatter is under the control of officers with
Premiums may be paid in ton years—no forfeiture
ate aforenamed; hut that
“constitutional''
Maine Law proclivities. When it is otherwise,
after.
practice, the internal slave-traffic, had taken
the miscreant is sometimes taken to the bosWILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
hem all down South at an early age, and no
Bkkj. F. Stkvknh, Secretary.
oms of those whose duty it is to give him no
1 me of those
heirs
of
sorrow now remains to
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of years,
quarter.
1 ■ven endure in
or ou certain contingencies.
Creditors may Insure
1 iiave recently had my attention called to a
companionship the misery of their
debtors on time
hose
who
bore
them.
One
can
underin
the weakly Argus of Dec.
readily
lengthy epistle
is to call attention to the fact that a
object
•*My
18th, w herein “C. R. S.,” of this regiment, ex- 1 itand. to witness such an instance of outward
policy of Life Insurance is the cheafiest and safest
wretchedness, how rightfully these despised
mode of inakiug a provision for oue's family.'’—Benpends a large amount of Ink and erudition in
ind persecuted creatures might claim the
jamin Franklin.
the attempt to show that I have misrepresentThe undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
promises contained in the Diviue beatitudes,
ed the oiiiuious of the regimeut on certain
to effect Life lusurauce. at his office, or at their own
rhey were, in spite of their (poverty and help- place of business, aud assist them iu making applicapoints relative to the management of this artious.
essness, cheerful and apparently happy; evinmy by the Government I am not conscious
References in Portland may be made to the follow■ing to a rcmarkrble degree, that buovancy of
of having stated anything concerning this
parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby A Co., Steele A
or any member of it, as a /art, that
eeling and ligbt-Uearlcduess characteristic of ing
Hayes. E/ra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard A Strout,
their race.
I did not know, or have the best of reasons
Gao. W. Woodman,Ksq., Messrs. John Lynch A Co.,
llcTi'kitli I’ui'kurii §•'«*<
But I must not encroach too much upon
lor believing to be true, “V. R. S.,” et id ge•our space.
1 have some interesting incinu* umne, to the contrary notwithstanding.
JOHN W.
1 leuts in
I wifi net reply to the above mentioned letmind, which I will give you in a fu1 ll re letter, showing the
ter, a* the snbjeet is so unimportant in the
practices of slave- No. 100 Fore Street, bead of Look Wharf,
1 nasters in this
main, that it would be but a meager satixfacregion,in their personal treatd«cl»
PORTLAND. IIK.
eodlr
1 nent of their slaves, and
also some of the
tiou tv successfully refute the assertions which
I ymptoms of a
me friend has latxircd so strenmmslv t..
KETIK.N OF TH E
tendency towards speedy eman1 •ipatiou in Maryland.
There is no cause for
list! and In Which be lias “fortified" himself, as
loubt, when Ihe press, and the public voice is
he says, so impregoahly. The only matter for
wonder is, that a writer possessing the scholiusy in the discussion of the subject. MissouOf Providence, R. I#,
i with a uoble zeal, is making a powerful eiarship and ability of “0. It. S.” could have
On the 31st day of December, 1862.
been induced to exhibit himself at such a dis- j ort to free herself from the colls of the serINCORPORATED. MAY, 1832.
advantage. Suffice it to say, that 1 cannot 1 lent which for so many years lias constrained
ler movements and retarded her progress tobut be amused at the harmless hallucinations
vards tiiat high development of material prosof such a hero-worshipper as “C. It, 8.” and
Amount of Capital actually paid iu, iu cash, £150,000
all other McClellan-smitten individuals.
perity of which she is so eminently ca|pahle.
INVESTMENTS.
We hare had a severe snow storm this
Maryland, will not, I believe, be far behind;
1340 shares American Hank Stock,
£68,384 30
vldle Kentucky, Western Virginia, Delaware,
week. It commenced Weduesday morning,
*“
24
Arcade
HOOOu
1 md perhaps others, will fall into rank and
"
the 28th, and continued without cessation uu840
Blackstoi.eCanal Bank Stock,
21,599 32
ival eacli other in the gram! experiment of
( ouimercial
60*>
tH the next morning. Thursday was clear
31,'43o8
14
I reedom.
; 356
18.651 U2
Eagle
and sunuy, and the suow which was aliout
44
•«
20
Mechanics
1.052 60
The health ot our regiment is improving
44
44
eight inches deep,melted considerably. During
•00
45.184 58
Weybosset
1
44
the day, we improved the occasion to revive
xtnstantly. Tin-re have been many cases of
167
What Cheer Corporation 44
13,838 08
1 neasles, but
our spirit* by indulgence in some of our oldthey are nearly all convalescent,
£200,3P»2 86
fashioned Yankee snorts. Wrestling,
run- 1 1 ind we have reason to believe that ere long the
Amount of bills
17,038 48
rwenty-Third having passed through its uupst Amount of cash receivable,
ntiig and snow-hulling were the principal
on hand,
3,371 35
1 earful orpteal, will be as healthy a regiment as
Am t ol cash iu the bauds ot agent and others, 9,881 78
amusements, and all went in fur a share. No
Mutual lus. Co. Scrip,
1 iny in the field.
25 80
accident occurred to mar the universal enjoyWe are to remain in this vi1
•inity at present, probably for a month to
ment, excepting that two snow-balls, from lie27
£230,670
:ome, but on the o|>euiug of the spring camlng rather too well aimed, hit two several ofLIABILITIES.
ficers in the eye, eausiug some apprehensions
Amount of Marine risks outstanding,
paign, we shall without <loubt remove nearer
£446.731 00
Amount of Premiums thereon.
he seat of activ e operations.
18.982 71
of serious injury; but it is gratifying to say
Amsuut of Fire Risks outstanding,
6,520.243 00
that to-day nearly all symptoms of injury have
Subaltern.
{ Amount of i'reiniums thereon,
56,346 63
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
disappeared.
bank discounts.
I would like to give you some account of
6,764 20
Amount of other liabilities, including
public feeling hereabouts regarding the great
Dividends unpaid.
3.948 70
theme of newspaper comment and legislative
Steam and Cia*
Ac. Largest amount iusured on any one risk,
16.000 00
and popular discussion—slavery and its proA. O. PECK, President.
subscriber would infnru%Jii* friends and tho
W. HUMPHREY, Secretary.
spective abolition in the border States. Al- I
public, that he may be found at
though my opportunities fur obtaining infor! State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations,
mation ou the subject have been limited to oc37
UNION STREET,
Providence. or.—In the City of Providence this
casional accidental interviews with citizens,
( until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to auswer any orders
8th day of January, A D. 18*13,
and to such observations of the effects of slapersonally appeared
or steam, gas and water pipes.
Allen O. Peck. President.and Walker Humphry,SecSteam and (ias Fittings of all descriptions.
very upon the people of the South, as well as
retary of the above u&med Company, and severally
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
made oath that the above statement
upon the physical aspect of the country, as
by them sub*
(•**•
scrdied, is. iu their best knowledge and belief true,
one cannot
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
help making, who keeps his eyes
and
that
amount
of
the
capital
actually
md Other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac
paid iu in
and ears open, yet 1 think I have seen some
cash, and investinl exclusive of any obligations of
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
of the most vivid illustrations of tile destructhe stockholders of any description, amount to the
tud settiug Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
sum of oue hundred thousand dollars.
tive character of the “sum of all villainies.” I
*rms.
IRA WINN* Agent.
JOHN WILSON SMITH. Public Notary.
have certainly seen uo feature ot the system
doclddtf
UP Marine and Fire Risks iusured at fair terms.
which In the least relieves my mind of the
The
Highland Boarding School
hatred and disgust I have always felt towards 1
FOR BOYS.
the inhuman wrongs and invariable injustice !
OFFICE
No. 166 Fore Street,
will commence
of American slavery.
Spring Term of this School The
IIKADOT LONG WHARF, PORTLAND.
on the 1st Tuesday in March
advantages
Ttie opposition to emancipation of the
tor instruction are excellent. Application for rooms
negro
from bondage, which pervades the minds of
ihould be made as early as possible
W.
N. T. TKt E. M A..
the
many persons, is not so much
sign or efjau28 eod.'lw
Proprietor aud Principal.
fect of a lack of humane sentiment, as the reBethel, Jan. 2d. 1808.
jau2C4w
sult of a
and unfounded
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PRINTING.

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

DOW;

Removal !

Agency.

The

STEAM

Liverpool

Conway

POWER

underaigned

Book and Job

Vo. 166 Fore St., head of

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

that

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Proprietors

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LOBBERT,
Pare and Free Burning.

SPRING

of the

CUMBERLAND
BOOA AND

JOB PRINTING

Coala
atrictly of the
THESE
warranted to give
tie Action.
*a

Their

Establishment is furnished with all the
a|>-

roved modern

machinery,

Book and

Aleo, for aale, beat qnality of Nova Scotia and other

Fancy Types,

la adequate to do any work demauded in tliia State

The public are requeated to call, aa we
mined to give good bargaina to thoee who

Office, Commercial St.,
JulSltf

h

MANUFACTURER

Business Cards of

Every Variety

AMI BYRRT DRSCRIPTIOY OF IACIMUY,
sale

STEAM

or

AND

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

Retail.

beet

i.
Btlleta A Circular* In Erery

44

Fitting*,

rHE

—

rllE

JOHN

prejudice.

JN. W.

LUMSDON,

Commission

General

merchant,

WAIER STREET, GEORGETOWN. D. C.
rr-AMc nHontc.ll,.. «aJ, .,r f'riutur*. Flour,drain,
Oewem/ Mfrrrhantlirr. Vessel* chartered,freights
procured, aud business geueraliy attended to with
promptnes. and dispatch.
Refers to—Leonard Cotton,Ks.p, l’ortsmouth,N.ll.
On

I

feh2 d im

F

Williams, Hampton,

N. H.

MUNGER-Agent.

Kail Koud Bonds.
of the second

Bonds of the
all
due on the 15th of Oc! the interest coupons
tober, 1802, are hereby requested to deposit the same
I iu my hands, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certiiicates of stock in the
Portland & Kennebec Railroad, (a new organ*
ization,) as soon as the books and certificates caii he
I prepared, iu accordance with a vote of said Compa*
J. S. CUSHING,
lif, Nov. 8,1862.
Treasurer Portland A Keuuebec Railroad.
I
declSdtf
Augusta, Dec. 16, 1862.

mortgage
HOLDERS
Kennebec and Portland Kail road Co., with
thereou

—

Soldiers' Relief Association,

Maine State
oc21 tf

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Washington, D. C.

of

Printing,

Styles

are

EXCHANGE

•8

TOWN

N A VY

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
A* D. REEVES,

AND

dly

~

l7

D. nCKKlLI. A ( O..

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, M*.
daw
Water
Bath

SAIL CLOTH.

Clotett, Vrinatt, For re and .'.’action Pwmpt,
Boilers. Wash Hotels. Silrrr Plated f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.

IT" AH kind* of fixtures for hot aud cold water
set
up in tlie best manner.
All order* in city or country personally attended to
l.D. MERRILL.

BLBACI1B FLAX KCk, VITI BLIE STBIPIS,

JOHN ROND.

At 012 Middle Street,

descriptions.
ALL FKOJI A O Ihoa. 1 TO 6*

Opposite the
Have
and

e*t

ALSO OK HAND

BOLT

ROPE

by

on hand, and are dallv receiving
most desirable stti.es of

ALSO. A

Street,QUEBEC.

HTSstnpIp* on hand, and orders taken bv
J. T. FATTEN A CO.,
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.

Foreign

Patents.

R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

ItEADV-ntDE

AFTER

which

recorded at tVsshingtou.
Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advautag s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by. If not immeasurably superior to, auy which can tie offered them elsewhere.

;

j
;
;

The Testimonials below giveu prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
aud can
prove, that at uo other office of the kind
are the charges for
services so moderate
The immense
of the sul»scriber during twenty years past, ha* enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechauicai works,and full accounts of patents granted in the United States and Europe, remie him able,
bevond question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

professional
practice

here saved inventors.

will sell at

and

to suit the times.

patents,

jao8eodly

DR. HIGHER

Eclectic Medical

A

TRI E

CO,

delicacy.

in leas

dec9 „

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes ha*
PRIVATE
for
number of year* confined Ms attention to
diseases
a

of a certain class. During bis
practice be
has treated thousands of cases, aud In no instance
has he met with a foilure. The remedies am
adld,
and there ia no interruption of business or
change of
diet. i>r Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morniug until 10 at
night, at his office, ft Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in ail case*. Separate rooms, so that no one will he
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies foil: cures without dietiam
or resuv-iyM
in.y**,hr Vies rrff&r enevrs>»4 mnnot^r
remedies: cures new eases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effect* of mercury, bat
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is suit to absorb, unless the prefer
remedy is used. The ingredients are eutirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
bad bubits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effect* of which are pain and dizziness in the
bead, forgetfolness. sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating ia consumption or insanity if ucglected, are speedily and permanently

A. PEARCE,
P Is IT M B K R,

CLOSETS,

ple

Warm, Cold and Shotrer Baths, Wash Barts, Brass
and Silrer Plated Corks.

It ill
l^VEKY
I)4‘*prjlit
yVBlnr Via. t.fA .TUI
fa.
riuit i*.Qf tfunrtiuiniivgF,
^ ii
vw ■

■

fT-mn**
n t,.,

and set up in the best manner, and all orders in town or country faithfallv executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
TonstanUy on hand. I>*ad Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Tuinpedlf all kinds
july29dly

arranged

promptly

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
W.

by

LOTHROP,

cured.

▲11 correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHE*.
No. ft Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

STREET,

MIDDLE

As usual.keeps constantly 'applied with fresh
SB1 and fashionable BOOTS and .SHOES. in eref W r» variety and style for gentlemen's and la^^^oles wear, and invite all his old cuetomcrt
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understandings.”
W. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
fa Ciibbs SEWIXti-MA* HIaNES aug6-nmd

D.

Non. 51 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. liersejr,

KEEVES,

Tin* Tailor,
—

NEW

HAS XrST BETt'UXKD FKOM

YORK

AND

large and

a

well

—

DR. E. G. GOl*LD*S

BOSTON,

3?in-'\A/rorm Syrup

selected Stock of

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the
lic for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or TinWorms. from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two > ears, and the
fact that it is fast superseding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.

pub-

Cloths, Cauimeres and Vestings!
a

Bill assortment

Military
prepared

of

Olotlia,

Ir/t afontt HE LIE f in twenty -/our hours, and
an

to make them np at short notice.
Call and See,

I TP

dtf

YOU

-WANT TUI-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

foil to call at Xo. 27 Market Square, where
they take PEKPECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisffcctiou, at pricer vhich defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotypee onijr Fatten Cents.

DO

aug20dA wtf

entire

TRASK A

j

BY

one ran Hear of a chance to buy a “MILK
ROUTE.” in which there is not a customer who Has
A favorable chance
failed to pay his tn>*nlk/g bills
is thus offered to any one who may wish to eagage la
the bosiakeaa, or to enlarge his present “route.’1

LEWIS,

27 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
dtf
July 14th, 1862.

nor

Boys, Boys, Boys.
rtren to CITTING and
buys garments, by

A. D. REEVES,
»8

1*2 eodtf

'Window

I.AK attention

PAimci
making

Nlllk Koine for —siI*-.
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange 8t.,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Au*. «. 19H2.

dly

EXECUTED
STORE

LYKIII A C©„

■Wholesale

3-rocers,

ANI>-

UNDERTAKER

No. Ill
Residence

Exchange Street, Portland,
rear of 411 Congress Street,
keeps con*
on haud all the various kinds or

stantly

COFFINS

AND

Now

SHADES,

DOLE

A. W. BANFIELD,
Snoeesaor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall,

ENGLISH, FRENCH

F^lISTCY

GERMAN,

AND

goods,

Fooket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

LYNCH

je23dtf

CASKETS,

And will make o order anything of this kind that
may be orderea, «t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very bk*t. By giving *ny strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, liuitig and trimming
of the above, 1 can tarnish them cheaper than auy
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug.fl. 1*52.

THOB.

MOODY,

dr

•

GENERAL

Commission
ANp

j

Merchants,

WUOLKAALB DKALKK0 IN

FLOUR, OORN AND PRODUCE
No. B Quit Block Commercial Street,
PORTLAND. Mi.
AIDIIW T. DOLE.

riAIILlN C

.lum-23

MOODY.

28 anil 30

Federal and 105 Omj/rete Strutg,

W. ■

ANN1SLD.

Bontoll.

jeWdtf

P

J.

Fobriatall

cbd

be foand it

the Above plEee

June28.

REWARD

!

FIVE

**d

MID# IE

NB.-J.

Repairing
ally attended tu.

wly7

At a Court or 1’rohatk held at Portland, withia
and for the (’ounty of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of Jauuarv, in the year of our Lordeighlean hundred ami sixty-three.
¥ OilN MARSTOX. husband of Lvdia W Mars ton.
•I late of North \ armouth, iu said County, deceased. having presented hi* petition for an allowance
out of the personal estate of which she died possess

ed

m

It mvis Order td, That the said Petitioner five aotice to all |iersons interested, by causing notice to
be published three week* successively, in the Maine
Mate Press, printed at Portland, that the\ mav appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
on the third Tuesday of February next, at ten of tbs
clock iu the forenoon, and show cause if any they
have, why the same -hould not be grunted
WILLIAM ii BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
82 w3w*
El i.EXE HUMPHREY, Register.

f|l

STREET.

n. C. ha* received more Hint premium*
fur best inetrumeuts than any other maker in
•
the State.
and tuning promptly and peraUBIfr"

Portlnnd, Me.

IIE subscriber herebv gives public notice to all
and
A concerued. that he fin- been duly
taken u|mmi himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

—

Harmon in m Manufnrtiirer,
138)

DOLLARS will be givcu for the detection
and conviction of any person or persons stealing
paper* from the door* of our subscriber*.
de©26
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS.

VHENKY.

firfirri MELODEON
—

STONEHAM'Sj

STEPHEN WAITE.

YORK STREET, PORTLAND. ME.

\LV~TL

notice,

late of Portland, in the ( ounty of Cumberland, deceased. bv giving bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all |ht»ous who are indebted to the said
deceased’* estate, to make immediate payment; and
tin’se * ho ha* e any demands then ou, to exhibit the
tame for settlement to
MARTHA OLIVE WAITE.
Portland. Jan 6 1408.
81 wSw*

Sugar Refinery,
D.

short

THE

JOIl\ B. BROWN A SONS,

STATION KEY, TOV8, fcc.,

ADDISON

dimensions, made, letter
at

subscriber hereby gi* e* public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
trust of Administratrix of the
taken
upou herself the
estate of

eodtf

J.

OKDEK.

dec 12 cod3in

Pertlaad, Me.
BABKia,

TO

No. 16* 1-3 Middle St.

(Opposite head of Widgery'e Wharf,)
FBLKtt

of all

and pnt up

AT

GRANITE STORES,.... COMMERCIAL STREET,

Use,

in

j

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

JOHW LYNCH.

Nlmdes,

CLOTH a WIRE SCREENS,
Sign— Banner*. Ornamental an*
Fancy Painting,

ed

FURNISHING

according

not

JOHX

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

it warranted, when taken

cure

directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup tc also a most valuable fomily cathartic,
to be always used wheu physic ia required, especially
far children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It it purely of Vegetable
Ertractt. and always tnfe and reliable.
Sold in New York by H*LL h Rim hel.21ftGreenwich street; in Boston bv Gao. C. GOOPWIX A Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggist*.
Hold in Portland by 11. U. li A Y and all the princideco 3m
pal Druggists.
to

AT No. 9« EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept. 24. 18«2

Alfred

Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

•

Fortland.
Jull—dfiwtfS

_

|f^Send stamp for Circular.

Wholesale Dealers in

lASlFACTlRERS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTBI.H,

Infirmary.

Ettabliihrd for the treatment of tho„ rtUeatet tn
both tent, requiring kxpencnie, SkiU. Honor and

W 11.1.14 71

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

TIRTIMORIALI,
"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation iu assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trusticitrthfj. and more capable of putting their a|>plication- in a form to secure for them an early and
lavorable consideration at the Patent Office."
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but onk of whioh patents have been
granted, aud that is now pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads me to recommend all iuveutors to apply to him
to procure their
as they may be sure of havj ing the most fkithful attention bestowed on their
;
and
at
cases,
vory reasonable charges."
JOHN TAGGART.
Dnringeight months, the stibscrilter, iu course of
his large practice, made ou twice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in his favor, by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. II. EDDY.

—LADIES desiring may consult one of tkdr
A lady of experience in constant attendJulldawtfS
«■<*__

71. BRADISH.

A.

f)R IILH.ilEH.
Middle, I’ortiaad.

of

A B

Washington Street Bakery,

88

corner

own sex.

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he
hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
pleaae. to merit aabare of patronage

dtf

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

All

cure

we

Importers

taining patents.

necessity of a lourney to Washington, to proa patent, aud tne aeual great
delay there, are

by addressing
Ao. ft Temple Street,

an

W.

accommodation.

taken

year*, he h»« returned to hia native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomaa Richards hia interest in
the

And is

Furnishing Goods,

WOODMAN,

The

i

LAT*

CLOTHING,

prices
Portland. Nov. 19,1802.

ments

j

the

-AND-

li O ST O N
an extensive practice of upward* of twenty veais,continues to secure Patents iu the United States; also iu Groat Britain, Fiance, aud other
foreigu countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments.and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, aud with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
j determine the validity
or utility of Patents or luveutions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
auy
j Patent furnished
by remitting One Dollar. Assign-

especial

undersigned wnuld inform hia old friends
and the public, that alter
THK
ahdbncaof twentyBre

is

medical adviser, to call it his rooms. Ho.
Street, which they will find arranged for

led in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
I craale Irregularities. Their actioa in
specific
certain of
producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will rtnoit InvaTnable in alt cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried la
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to Hie health, and
may be
with perfect safety at ail times
Sent to any part of the
country with foil direction*,

Again!”

or

Infirmary.

Pf* Hi* ®**ect^* Renovating Medicines are uarivaJ-

Promptly Executed

Press Oflioe.

Latest Styles of*

Late

Ay»nt qf V. &. Patent Office, H’ashinyton,
(under the Act of 1887.)
TO State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

6 temple
their

FULL STOCK OF THE

Gentlemen’s
American and

DR.

barrel,

Drue
* and

to theTadies.
HUGHES particular'? invites all Indies who
need a

—AT THK—

Also

House,

Fancy Doeskins and Cassiaierea.

LE MESURIER A CHAMPION,
St. Peter

Custom

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,

CORDAGE, *C.,

For sale

|

BROW*,

I' IfBLIAf IE ( CAEVAS. TIT I BIB STRIPS.

1

and

Neatly

With

Of various

j

*. D. MERRILL.

augtdly

GAKIinKR A

(A substitute for Cottoo.)

eclectic medical

Orders,

(Formerly E. Shaw fa Co.)

PLUMBERS,

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Fortland. June 36.1862.

PONS,

PRINTING-,

No.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

CO IT

a

OT State Agent fbr DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodkwtoetl

AND ALL OTRKR KINDS ON

STREET,

Portland, Aug. 6.

LARD OIL,
kept in

Paint entablUhmnnt.

AND

Town Motes and

Tailor,

...

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,

-BT-

EXCHANGE

SHOP

AND

STREET,
dly

Corporation Bonds,

ss

Pertlaad, Me*
jeaatf

AND

GOODS.

VABNISHES, FAINTS, OILS,

Tailor,

No. 124 fctcHASOE Street, Pobtlakd, Mb.

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF.
Ceaaierclal Street,

unsurpassed.

Riding Habits, Ac.,

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

Corn, Flour and Grain,

A 11 M Y

Our

Pauls, Vests, Jackets,

A, D. REEVES,

Drugs,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. EOREIOH
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES.
ELASTIC 8TOCKINGS. fc.

Cut, made and trimmed by

IM-

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

AND FANCY

Je23tf

Ladies’

Pure

GENUINE MEDICINES,

N. B.—All work beinjr promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to jfive thorough satitfaction.

-H.

Chemicals,

HCLI8R, FRISCH AM AIRK.AR PUKIUT,

MAKKR OV-

-DEALERS

Bronze, Colored, and all other klnde

Fine

Watch-Maker,

gx

GOOD FAMILY FLOL’It bv the

ALBERT WEBB A CO*,

Dispatch.

Block,

Partlood, Me.

quantities*_

to

J. W.

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

_

MACHINERY,

D

No. 275 F Street,

Oomp'y,

•*

A

Communications to be addressed

j

j

A6EAC?

—

-DEALER I*-

L. J. CROSS,

PORTLAND, ME.

•*

Thomas

PORTLAND. MB.

“llome

Monumental Work and

Jr23tf

YIAIVE

Deeds, Law Briefs, Eqnity Cases,

jntUdkwly

prepared to receive orders for

Csraer sf Pearl and Federal fits*.

TAGS PIKKUED WITH IIOI.E8 A GLUTEN ED
WHEN DE8IULD.

80 Commercial Street,

THOMPSON,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

lAM-CIICKS, AOTES, AH BILLS OF LAMM.

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE ST8.t

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

manner.

Grindstones.

MUNGER, Agent,

**

ariety of Type.

•KISS, in STIFFS, CLASS VAU,

"Work.

Marble Chimney Pieces,

regiment,

44

K.
Is

$335,000.

44

L4! a,r”b 1 e

DEALERS IB

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

WITH

Works 8 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fora St.,
JnHdtf
PORTLAND. ME.

NEATEST MANNER.

THE

Life Insurance

American Insurance

WBOLESALB

GAS FITTING,

Done tn the

Jnnltm

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

OF

Steam Cock*, Valve*. Pipe*and Connections, Whole*

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Me.

ROGERS.

And all other artlelea nruallr

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

and Cost.

Style

CHAS. B.

Portland, AiEH,t6.1883.

n^Lun, Agent,

Y,

Produce

January 1st, 1808.

head

of Maine Wh’J.
SAWYER * WHITNEY.
l.

Philadelphia

England

ROGERS.

T.

Coats,

deterpay caah.
are

»I A

DIALERS IK

PORTLAND.

Wood.

Hard and Soft

and their assortment of

WHOLESALE

141 Middle Street.

beet qnality, and

are

II

No. 129 Commercial Street,

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

II-

CO.,

n C3 x*c i/T

Flour, Provisions and

CASH,

—

New

AND

JOBS

FOK

Medical.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

maybe wanted.
I. W. HUNGER.

CHEAP

Portland Dailt Prkns
respectfully Inrite attention to their facilities for executing, in bcxntiful style, every description of

THIS

tuperfleial, because it is a prejudice
again', color, which is supposed to he
only skin deep; and unfounded, because it lias
no proper ground, uor even a sensible pretext
in the natural relations between the while ami
the black man. A system of enforced servitude is a system of continuous war, and the
subjugation of a negro—“or auy other man”—
is, on a small scale, an act similar to that
which J. D. complains, the (loverntuent is try-

Long Wharf,

COXrXwOOD,

Company,

iujpjmati

(jf

Office to

Marino, Fire and Life Insurance,

jan7 d3m

Second Floor,

Piscataqna

COMMUNICATIONS.

JOHN T. ROGERS X

DELIVERED TO ANY I'ART OF THE CITY.

Company,

Liverpool,

baa removed hia

BUSINESS CARDS.

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

Broadway.

superficial

*

__

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

X say

NO. 105

•

—

j

appointed

SEWARD MERRILL,
Mfe of Scarborough, in the (’ounty of Cumberland^
deceased,
by giving bond as tin* law direct*;
he theYefbre requests all persons w ho an* indebted to
the *aid dec* used’* estate to make immediate purulent- and those who have any demand* thereon, to
exhibit the

same

Scarborough,

for settlement to
t I1ARLE8

Jan

20, 1M8,

J. MORRIS
S2 w$w*

1

THE DAILY PRESS.

nam's Improved Eyelet Hooks.” Ills blanket
all prepared and he narrated the advant-

was

ages of this wonderful Invention with great elsimply calling the attention

oquence. He was
of members of the

Legislature to the “simple
invention. Having failed to

yet valuable”

politics,
of all words
Disorganization. IIow this word,
mean insubordinato
come
could
ever coined,
that it
tion, is a question for the philologists;
has acquired that meaning, North and South
Alike, is beyond dispute. The Northern Conservatives have chosen to borrow a complimentary title for the party they oppose, styling
t hem Radicals; and Radicals they are, striking
good blows at the very root ol this controversy, full of faith in the justice of their quarrel
and of determination to carry it through, with
God's help, to an honorable conclusion. At
the South, the Conservatives have shrewdly

secure

contract for his

a

wonderful buttons

with the Governor and Council, who thought
they hud no authority to purchase even if they
thought it desirable, his next battery, fully

charged with buttons, was opened upon the
legislative committee on the Militia and Military affairs. Here he was more successful, and
last Saturday morning the Chairman of the
Committee reported a resolve in the Senate,
authorizing the Governor and Council to purchase fifty thousand of these beautiful buttons
at the extremely modest price of fire cent*
apiece, or fifty dollars per thousand. This
quietly passed the Seuatc and came to the
House the same day, where it passed hardly
noticed, under suspension of the rules.
The “Button man" was jubilant and made
some rather indiscreet remarks, which coming

named their opponents Destructives—and so
are.

Now It is very plainly evident that a mob is
incapable of effective military service. The
New York World, the very head and front of
the Northern opposition, as it lias the wisdom

to the

to see so has the grace to avow, that a homogeneous Cabinet and army of cither party is to
be infinitely preferred to a weary deadlock of

ears

of some of the

them to smell

members caused

remarkably large “mice,” and
Monday morning Mr. Hammond of Paris
moved a reconsideration of the vote passing
the aforesaid resolve, making some remarks
not over complimentary to the aforesaid “button.” Mr. Hayden flew to the rescue, and on

compliciting opinions in place of united and
vigorous action. It is among the cheering
signs of the hour, that some indications of the
adoption of such a policy as will produce unanimity of purpose among those who must act
together, are visible, however dimly, and are
welcome to both parties. The great body of
the nation ask for victory, the stepping stone

a

his motion the motion to reconsider was laid
the table, and assigned for the next day.

on

Meanwhile the “Iluttou man”

taken ail

was

He would rather give fifty

aback.

dollars

day longer, and as
adjourned an individual
seen
frantically rushing

than to I* detained here

to permanent |>eaee, and care not at whose
hands they receive it. The disorganizing ten-

the

a

soon os the Houre
about his size was
about among the members with

the North lias vented itself in words.

blanket in

inis is not

one

rubber

a

hand and the other full of Put-

the South.

nam's Improved Evict Hooks. He could conlargely Conservative—that j vince them in five minutes that his button was
tk..
_a
:«
si...
is, the great majority of her citizens believe in ;
case

at

North Carolina is

.......

right to follow his own sweet will,
an exceedingly inconvenient doctrine In time
of war. So long as this exuberant spirit is

every man's

satisfied with mouthing about the “Hastile at
Salisbury" and qualifying its protestations of

|

boundcn

j

and

country,”
but (“but they are not

with

“far either the

the

of the

or

man

a

by a

are

politician,” says the
is no great harm

to

Raleigh Standard,) there
done. “We regard hint,” says the Standard
•gain, of Mr. Davis, “him and Mr. Yancey as
“responsible, iu a secondary sense, for the disruption of the Union and the awful war
no

Sup|>ose Mr. Davis were
guilty, in an absolutely primary sense, of the
disruption of the Union! These Raleigh gentlemen are quite at liberty to enjoy their private opinion on that point, if they will only
confide the military resources ol the State entirely to the hands of the Richmond Government. They must, if they mean to beat. What
important matter will it prove, to have driven

unanimous vote.

till

one

Petitions

are

of

G

which

vatism.

This is a charming piece of legislation, as
viewed from a Northern standpoint. It ouly
remains to say that the State seems fully determined to maintain this act and to recall such

that his State will positively insist upon tile reserve and recall an
adequate
force for her own protection. So the bullet-

headed Governor returned in triumph to his
capital, and Mr. Davis received only empty

distinguished consider-

South Carolina and Georgia maintain their
“by permission” however. The
Jealousy between the Tennessee and Mississippi troops springs Irom the same centrifugal
cause.
The Confederacy is a rope of sand,
—

confederacy and not a
community.
only outside pressure that
has held it together for the brief space of two
years. Mr. Wigtall is particularly dissatisfied
with the present aspect of Southern
politics.
a

It is

small rebellion

phenomena

which do not commend themselves to his favor.
In the Richmond Senate the other day
he said, speaking to this very point, “I am not

good

to sow the seeds for another
disrup“tion of this Union. We should profit by the

duced in an iron roaster.
We thank our
friends for their generous patronage, and intend to look after their interests by guarding
them

against

•uswer

imposition, and shall he

all orders

may favor us.

feb7—dlw*

happy

to

with which they
L. J. Hill, A Co.

promptly

Ul

BEFORE

THE

1st

charge,

Guil-

accepted by the Senate,

House, amended

came

back from

the

body by substituting
minority.

in that

the report of the
Mr. Mi lliken of Kennebec moved to table
and assign Wednesday next,
Mr. Mcrrow
the Senate

opposed the motion.

He

thought

act now. The matter has been before the House a good while, and
has been debated upon at great length.
It has
no connection with either party, and does not

belong
posed to

was

prepared

either.

to

to

Opposing

sections

be interested in the matter.
row, was impartial, and saw no good

are

He,

supMer-

reason

for

delay.
Mr. Milliken hoped the matter would be delayed. He wished to offer some amendments

yet prepared.
Mr. Hacker favored present action.

not

He
before the
House for each Senator to make up his mind.
Mr. Woods thought the length of the debate
in the House was no good reason for supposing
that Senators understood the matter. He wished to act conscientiously, but could not now,
and wanted time to examine into the matter.

thought it

had been

lung enough

Mr. Hacker further debated the motion, and
the vote was taken. The motion to table pre-

vailed, 18 in favor.
Pasted lo be engrossed.—Resolve in favor of
Win. T. Johnson; resolve in favor of Betsey
Martin; act authorizing the ex|>enditurc of
money for war purposes; act additional to the
incorporating Union Fire Ins. Co., at Bangor; act to extend the time for the completion
of the York & Cumberland Railroad; act to Drovide in part for the expenditures of the government; act explanatory of Sect. 5, Chap. 116, R.
act

8., relating

to sheriffs’ fees.
Mr. Woods moved to reconsider the vote accepting the report of the Committee on Manu-

factures, granting leave

withdraw

the petition of the York Manufacturing Co. He called on Mr. Cram for the reasons of the Committee in coming to this conclusion.
to

on

Mr. Cram explained.
Mr. W’oods opposed
the conclusion of Mr. Cram, ami favored a recommittal. He moved to table the report,which
was

carried.

Hacker, from the Committee on Indian
Affairs, reported resolves in favor of Joseph
Sockbasin and John Newell At tileway, whioh
were

read and assigned.

Sundry reports were made
from the Land Committee.

by

Mr.

amend Sect. 4, Chap. 12, R. S., relating
to local parishes; act authoriiing the Commissioners of Hancock County to re-assess certain
act to

taxes.

Finally patted.—Resolve

in favor of

County

Law Libraries.

Adjourned.
iiorsa.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Bray.
Papers from the Senate were disposed

of in

The Senate order, that the Committee on the
Reform School visit that institution, was refused a passage.
Act incorj>orating the South Jefferson Bog
Co. came from tee Senate amended. After some
discussion the House insisted on its vote, and
appointed Messrs. Stickney of Perry, Ellis of
*1
MiogoVwi uf lNsithuitl, Cuuftrr*

be raised to examine into the office of the Secretary of State, to ace what reduction, if any,
can be made iu the
expenses of the same.
On motion of Mr.Crosby of Dexter, it was
ordered that the Committee on Education be directed to enquire into the expediency of

repeal-

ing the

laws establishing the Superintendent of
Common Schools, and County Conventions of

Teachers.

Crosby,

reported

from the

Judiciary Committee,
Sect. 3, Chap. 7(i, R. 8.

bill to amend
relating to levies on real estate, and that
same ought to pass.
Read and assigned.
a

to

be

the

all absorbed

by a

has made our brother mad.

Patted to be engrossed.—Bill to set off part of
Franklin plantation, and annex the same to
Sumner; act authorising the City of Bath to
lend further aid to the Androscoggin R. R. Co.;

“nigger

on

the brain.”

disease

We fear it

troublesome—having

His antecedents

been

secretary

of

an

anti-slavery society—now
be

a

that lie has come to
chief defender of the “peculiar institu-

tion,”

and

publishes

a

Maine edition of the

Boston Courier.

!

j

Allow us to suggest to Bro
T. that it is the exhibition of just such a spirit as be breathes towards us, manifested towards his neighbors and friends, that renders
it necessary for him,
nearly every week, to
threaten to discontinue bis
paper if it Is not

better sustained.
so

vile

a

cause to

string

He would
of

indulge iu
had a good

never

epithets if be

defend.

OUR Ox. —1 he Master Machinist in the
New York Navy Yard having resigned, a republican has been appointed. The democratic

act to

amend

Chap. 80, R. S., relating to sheriffs.

Patted to be engrotted in concurrence.—Resolve in favor of Joseph Sockbasin et als.

Finally patted.—Resolve extending
of the laws for the
lands-

settlement

the terms
of the public

Patted to be enacted.—Act to legalise the doof school district No. 4, in Calais; act to
amend Chap. 113 of the laws of 1809, relating
the assessment of taxes

in.certaiu

towns and

plantations.
Adjourned.

y Men who flinch now, in the pinch of
the game, are prone to talk of the Constituttion. The only thing Constitutional about
the loons is—constitutional cowardice.

y The dwelling of Mr. Win. Bates of
Strong, was cousumed by fire ou Saturday
morning last, tlie family barely escaping from
their beds. So says the Skowlicgan Farmer.
y Two Prussian officers, educated at the
military academy at Dresden,who served eight
years at home, and arrived in this country but
three weeks since, have enlisted as privates in
one of the New York regiments.
y It is said that the secessionists of Texas, in the event of our opening the Mississippi,
mean to declare their Independence and throw
themselves upon France for protection. The
Yew York Post is responsible for the rumor.

At/uusTA, Feb. 6.
The appropriation bill, passed to-day, provides for the payment of the following sums:—
Public debt, $53,000; Balance on School Fund,
$88,879; War purposes, $40,000; Refunding
mouey advanced by Banks, $345,000.
amount of Appropriations, $635,450 51.

to 40

John, N. B.,

violent secession

in the Legislature is

jy* Of the 8000 shares of the stock of the
Bates Co.

at,Lewiston, only nine shares are
Androscoggin comity, and scarcely
hundred .in tlie State. The principal part

owned in
a

of the slock is owned in Boston.
arc

giau

that he is

still routined to his room, and for the
of the time to his bed.

most

^y The Bangor Times states that Mr. E.
A. Hand, of the Theological Seminary in that
city, has been elected

College.

in Bowdoin

to

the Greek

He

Tutorship
from the

graduated

in the class of’57.

College

C3“ The Augusta correspondent of the
Lewiston Journal thinks the business of the
Legislature w lil be completed in four weeks afthis week,

ter

10 or 15

the session shorter

making

days

by

than it has bceu for several

unsuccessful attack upon

The late
IJonelson

was

designed

embarrass

to

Gen. Kosecrans, who receives his supplies by
the Cumberland river. It would have been
necessary to abandon his present position and
open the river to navigation again, had the
fort been lost.

passed the Legislature to
increase the capital stock of the Franklin Co.,
“It is contemplated,”
at Lewiston, $500,000.
says the Lewiston Journal,“to build the addition to the Porter Mill, contemplated in the
original plan, next summer; hence the proposed increase of the r capital stock.
The

|jy
one

or

has heard

Bangor Whig

party of

a

recently

fishermen, embracing

amateur

Augusta clergymen, who
fog upon Wintlirop pond a
and wandered about all night

two of the

became lost in the
few weeks ago,
in

drenching

a

rain.

Not

even

could lead that party in the

right

minister

a

way.

car- The Belfast Age says that intelligence
has been received in that city that the bark
Sarah A.

Staples, (recently built in Belfast)
was struck by a sea w hen teu days out, and
Llewellyn Ilurgiu, James Buckmar, and the
mate, Mr. Staples, were washed overboard.
The two first mentioned belonged in Belfast,
and the last in Searsport.
cry Soon after the battle of Murfreesboro'
the rebel General
and

Bragg caused

to

printed

be

widely

circulated in the rebel army counterfeits of the Nashville Union, in which was

conspicuously displayed "Startling news! Four
government! Missouri, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky!” This
was followed by an editorial
bewailing the loss

States seceded from the old

of these States.

So the newspapers say, but
will lie—some of them.

they

Total

Empire,
sympathizing papers
one

has ceased to exist.

of the most
in St.

Southern News.
New York, Feb. 6.
Rebel papers print an order of Gen. G. W.
Lee, dated Dahlonega, Ga., to the effect that
he has been dispatched by the General commanding the department to capture deserters,
tories and conscripts, of whom numbers are
resisting the laws in Northern Georgia and
Southwestern North Carolina.
An appeal from Gov. Shorter to the people
of Alabama is also printed. It calls upon all
exempts to form companies to constitute a
reserve force, subject to serve in the State on
the call of the Executive.
A proclamation of Gov. Vance to the people
of North Carolina is also published, it exhorts all deserting North Carolinaians to return
to their duly by the 10th of February, as alter
that date he will leave no rest for the deserter
in the borders of North Caroliua.
A Fortress Monroe letter says the steamer
l’atrick Henry will soon endeavor to get to
sett as a privateer.
She mounts eight heavy
guns, and is strongly 'iron plated. She was
the
Yorktowu.
formerly
The Charleston Mercury of the 27th ult.
says: The tories who have been depredating
in Madison county, N. C., were dispersed by
a force from
Kirby Smith's division. Mauy
were killed and
captured. The country is now

Sjy Senator Powell moved the repeal of thetlshing bounties this year, with rather less sucthau usual. Mr. Fessenden, of Maine,
declared that the Senator was inslieali.il he

cess

purely personal
“He ex“codfish,” said Mr. Fessenden.
pressed to me his dislike particularly of dried
“codtish. It doesn't smell well; and as he
“doesn't like it, he pitches into it on every posmotives.

"He

doesn't like

sible occasion.”

ZJf" Senator
fishing bounties
“done for

Hale said in defense of the
the other

day, “Whatever

Massachusetts is done

Z3F“ Hen.

Banks is

having

officers in his command.

trouble with the

He ordered

a

mili-

tary hoard to assemble at Baton Rouge on the
15lh uit., to examine as to the capacity and

qualifications of officers. Forty officers were
ordered before the inquest, and every one of
them resigued, and theirresignations were accepted. Among these were nine line officers
of the 24th (.onnecticut,aud the Lieut. Colonel,
Major and four Hue officers of the 2olh Connecticut

Force

16.000 .do

00,000.—

Our forces at Vicksburg are now engaged
the crevasses of last fall to keep the
water out of camp.
The water in the old
canal is sixteen ( ?) feet deep, but doing little
execution.
The reliel force at Vicksburg is estimated at
00,000. It is believed that this is the largest
number that can be brought to its defence.
One thousand uegreos will be sent from
Memphis to work on the canal.
A dispatch Iroin Fort Donelson to-night ssvs
tlie right lasted from 1 P. M. to 8 o'clock iu the
eveniug, when the rebels retired in great disorder southward. Their killed is estimated at
200 and their wounded at 500. Our loss was
two killed and forty-one wounded and missing.

repairing

was suddenly brought to by an
approaching
train, which killed one of the horses and distributed the sled and contents in a promiscuous manner, smashing a hogshead of molasses
among the other damages. The driver was
not injured.
Three convicts escaped from the jail
in Belfast last Sunday night. They were
Winslow, who was awaiting his trial for breaking open Mr. Uervey’s jewelry store, Thomp-

son

Barnes and John McDaniels.

The Bel-

Age says young Winslow managed to
make a key or instrument, with which he unlocked his cell, putting his hand through the
grating of the cell door. He then unlocked
The three then
table, and piling the bench upou it,
sort of stage, upon which one placed

the doors of the other cells.
a

himself, one of the others getting ap and
standing upon his shoulders, and the third
(young Winslow) climbed up and stood upon
the shoulders of the second, which brought
him up to the scuttle in the roof, which he
unfastened. He then crawled out, and by
means
of a rope hauled the second oue out,
the third, together with all
A reward of $200 has been offered for their apprehension by Sheritt Tuck-

they

er.

»

quartermaster

PROPOSALS FOB BEEF.
Ortifl

of th* A. (’. 8., V. 8. A.,
1
Prebfe. Mai tie. Feh 4th,IMF )
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday, March Swb. 1*3, at 12 M.,
for the •apply of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the lortiflcatlons in Portland Harbor. Maine,

•'Fort

SEALED

94

for one year, or such time as the r'lmmitsarp General shall direct. The beef to be of tin* best quality
in guarters, with aa equal proportion of each (necks
and shanks to be excluded). Each bid must be accompanied by the names of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient bond aa sureties ler the faithful performance of the contract.
The A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids for reae ns conceived by him ot beaeflt to the
Government. All contracts will ha sabsniltod to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals fbr furnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me
Bidders are invited to
present at the openHENRY INMAN,
ing of the bids
1st Lieut. 17th lufhotry tJ. 8. A. A. C. 8.

MNM

NOTICE.
Proprietors of Marti*’! Poinv BaiDo*are
hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will
be held mt the office of Elia* Thomas.No. 41 Exchange
Street, on Saturday, the foartoeatb day of February.
18*3, at tea o’clock A. M ,fbr the following purposes,

TUB
*

JOKES,
115

Eon Straot.

Sew CardeBM MaIbaaci.
1)1 A HHDS., A iup nor article, landtag bom
^4*»Tre« {
Britt Billow.
6Bbl

For sale by
BROTHERS A

..y

CHASE,

feb7 dlw

CO.,

Widg**ry’s

Wharf.

-LOCATED II-

tret

CIbpp'i Block.CongifM 8t

f
Important llak In Darin. Srairron A Co.',
<
Chain of ( otniMretal
oiJegra, located la Hew
Yark. Philadelphia. Albany. Buffalo, Providence.
Clear eland. Detroit, Chicago. St. I-onto, Troy, Brooklyn and Toronto, c W and afford, the beet r urtiln
■cilitlcB for acquiring a thoroagh Comm,trial edaeation.

IS

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STKAMRK

FROM

FOB

SAILS

.Southampton New York.. .Jan 21
.Jan 22
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland
Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Jaa 24
llansa

...

Southampton..New Y’ork.. Jan 28
Liverpool.New York.
Jan 28

Itoruseia.
Etna

Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland
Bavaria..

York.. Feb 11
Y'ork
.Feb 14
New York. .Feb26

.Southampton.New
New

China.Liverpool
Hammonia.Southampton

practically taught.

A Scholarship iuned by Ihla College will ha good
throughout the "Chain”—time unlimited
Call or
seod lor ('irfdsr
BUY ANT, sTRATTOK 4 WORTHIKGTO*.

TO DkFABT.

Liverpool..Feb 7

Norwegian .Portland

Ediuburg.New York. .Liverpool. Feb 7
Saxoitia .New York Hamburg.
...Feb 7
Australasian. New York Liverpool. m Feb 11
Hansa.New York. Bremen...Feb 14
Bohemiau.Portland
Liverpool.Feb 14
Europa. Boston. -Liverpool.... Feb 18
Etna. New York Liverpool.Feb 21
Borussia.New- York. Hamburg. Feb21
Anglo Saxon.Portland
Liverpool.Feb21
Asia.New Y'ork. Liverpool.Feb 26
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar lines. The steamers for or fYom
call a
t^ucenstowu. except the Canadian line, which call a

an

BOOK-KEEPING. COMMERCIAL LAW, COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP.
CORRESPONDENCE RC„

Jan 29

Awa.Liverpool.New York. Jaa 81
Canada.Liverpool..... Boston ..Feb 7

lahSdRwly

DR- WALTER R. JOMMgQJ.

—

Severe Snow Storm in Pennsylvania.
Altoona, Pa., Feb. 5.
The heaviest snow storm for several years,
fell on the mountains to-day. It has drifted so
on the railroad track as to hinder the
passage of trains. Twelve trains were stuck in
the snow near Galitzen at ten o'clock to-uight.

..

Liverpool

Londonderry.
PAN A M A A N D C A LI FORXI A—Steamer*. carrying Mails for Aspinwall. Panama, and ('alifornia,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 2!stof each

Wine.—A gentleman in New Jersey has
vineyard of some 38 acres, where lie is cultivating the Portugal grain- with signal success,

a

j

DENTIST,
Desires to call the attention of persons la want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
la that department of dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be
to explain its
and show specimens or it, to
any who may tevor aim
with a call
He also continue* to 6t teeth on Gold,
Silver and Vulcanite Robber. Teeth 6lied by him
are warranted to be as aselai and durable aa n they
had never deenved.
OTOfflce 229* Congress street, two doors west of
New Cfty Hall and Coart House.
febf> Smeod

happy

Ordinance

from which an excellent wine is made, which
is better than port, and has been adopted for
medicinal purposes in the hospitals of New
York, Philadelphia and Washington. The
vines are made lo grow from sixteen to twenty
feel high, bearing fruit nearly as large as Isabella grapes; full of juice aud rich iu saccharine matter. They ripen from the middle ol
August to middle of September, aud contain
valuable medicinal properties. The wine is the
pure juice, without adding any sugar or liquor
of any kind, hut it requires four years to perfect it.—[Springfield Republican.

MARINE

7s KWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Friday.Frbraary 6.
ARRIVED.
Brig Billow, Reed, from < ardcua* 22d alt, with loss
of par. of deck load, and several of the crew badly
frost bitten.
No clearances

Joseph Kish,

before reported sank off (inn
276 tons, built at St George. Me, iu 1847.
Kev,
and owned in Portland and New York. Her cargo
of molasses was cuuaigned to J B Brown k Sous, of
this city.
Brig Rival, from New York for Tralee, while going down iIn? Lower bav 4th iust, weut ashore on the
West Bauk. and after tying two hours, got off aud
was

Speer's Wine. It Is an admirable article
hospitals, and by the first families in l’srii
for

1-ondon and New

York, in preference to old Pori
Wine. It Is worth n trial, ns it gives great satisfaction.
dcc22 dly

proceeded

being

NO

FROST

a

FIVE,

-dealbbbia-

Floor, Meal, Grain and Fesd,
No. lOO Commercial Street.
A MAUI AH rnoUT.

ADD ISO X FUYB.

Portland. February 4. 1888.

eodtf

Notice ol ( ommlMioMfre tf Mmnml

wwmtf

to sea.

The wreck of sch Leo. ashore at Lewes, was sold
3d iust. The other schootiem are oulv waiting for
wind and tide, when they will be got off.

NOTICES.

Fast Drivias-

the care or
person having for the tim
use of any horse or other beast of burthen, carriage or draught, shall ride or drive, or eaase the
same to be driven through aay part of the city at a
tester rate than six miles au hoar, under s {tenuity of
not leas than lire dollars nor more than twenty dollars for each ofrno*
(Nee. 8b RtrittH OriMnanrtt on Streets.
N B.
The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
WILLIAM HUSK.
feb6 d3w
City Marshal.

I860, has

DISASTERS.
Bark

Samboci

on

advantages,

to-day.

Bark .8 W Pike. 542 tons, bnilt at Bath in
been sold at Loudou lor • 15,000.

The wine Is very excellent for females.

SPECIAL

B. W.

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

Cardonas—Brig Billow—244 hhda molasses, 39
do, 6 bbls do, to Chase Bros k Co.

—

used iu

JONES.

HAVANA ORANGES ky iMn

fob? lw*

IMPORTS.

From the Army of the Potomac
The Enemy’s Forces Weakened.
New Yokk, Feb. 0.
A dispatch from the headquarters of the Army of the Potomac says there is every indication tlial the enemy hits much weakened their
forces on the Rappahannock. Rain was falling
last night, with the piosgect of another muddy time.

Grapes,

cn,

uplendld lot ot
for rale low by

city.

Washington, Feb. 5.
The district of country north of tue Potomac Kiver from Plscataway Creek to Annapolis Junction anil the mouth of the Mouocacy,
and south of Goose Creek and Bull Run
Mountains to the Occoquan, will constitute
the Department of Washington,and the troops
iu that department will constitute the 22d army corps, to be commanded by M^j. General
Ileiutzelman.

picking

Oranges, Oranges!

In this city, Feb. 6th. Mrs. Susan Fuller, aged 87.
Funeral services on Sunday afternoon, at lj
at No. 23 Alder street.
In this city, Feb. 5th. Abby Motley, only daughter
of Major A. M. and Maria Tolman. aged 17 months.
£Sr*Funerai services this (Saturday) afternoon, at
3 o'clock, at No. 6 Casco street. Relatives and friends
are iuvited.
In this city, Feb. 8th. John M. Barker, of Co. A,
12th Me. Keg., aged 19 years.
ITT*Funeral services on Sunday, at 1 o'clock, at
No 25 Mayo street.
Relatives and friends are iavited
lu this
Feb 4th. Nellie S.. Infant daughter of
Wm. R. ami Annie F. Boyd, aged 7 weeks 2 days.
CRT-Funeral this (Saturday) afternoon, at 2j o’cPk.
at No. 29 Atlautic street. Relatives and frit-uds are
invited.
In Turner, Feb 2d, Elizabeth P., eldest daughter
of Harrison and Susan B. Blake, aged 25 yrs. 4 bum.
In Castiue, Jan. 39th, William Jarvia, Eeq., aged
61 years.
In Bangor. Feb. 1st. Mrs. Phebe P., wife ol Capt.
Albert Treat, and daughter ot the late Wm. Jarvia,
Esq., of Castine, aged 24 years 9 months.

New Military Department.

in another column

vis:
1. To ehooee a Moderator.
2. To ehooee three Directors.
3. To ehooee a Clerk and Treasurer.
4. To ehooee a Committee to settle the Treasurer’s
account.
5. To transa'tany other business which may legally come before them.
GEORGE A. THOMAS. Clerk.
Id
Portland, Feb. 7. IMS.

1 fk fUUk NASSAU ORANGES—a An- lot
IOtA/U wiling for 30 eeuta per down, hr

o'clock,

brigade, occupy Franklin.

a wmaan

T9~

names

to euter
a sufficient
bond for too tailUful performance ©r tin contract.
Proposals should be endorsed! “Proposals ibr furto
wood
the
commaitft at Fort Preble
nishing
The
reserves the right to
reject any
or all bids not considered by him to be of beneflt
to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Uuar term aster General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the oueuinr
of the bids
HENRY INMAN,
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry, R.q. M fj. g ^
feb7 dtd

A

About 5000
and Wartou, attacked our force at Fort Donelson yesterday and were repulsed aud utterlyrouted.
Gen. Mitchell selects the house of prominent
secessionists for the wounded rebels. Fortyrive are thus quartered.
Gen. Jeff. C. Davis' division, with a cavalry

TO CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JON ATHAN MOORE.

K. the andersigaed. having been appointed to
DOMESTIC PORTS.
receive and examine the claims ol the creditors of the estate of Jonathan Moore, late of PortNEW ORLEANS—Adv 27th, ship Windermere,
whose estate has been represented
land,
deceased,
for New York, with despatch; barks Lawrence, for
Insolvent, give notice that six months from the 86th
| Boston, dodo; Nouantum, Edwards, for New York;
of
have been allowed to said
day
curreat,
January
Guerilla. 1'ieree; Quincy, Hooper, and Elf. Harmon,
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
for do, with despatch; brigs Triad, Mitchell, for
we
will
to
A Cough, Cold, or a* Irritattd Throat, il
attend
the
assigned aa at the oflice of
j BostouJan28; Edwin. Barter, for do 30th: Young ; Fessenden k Butler iaduty
said Portland, oa the last Satallowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
Harry. Ellems. and Caroline Eddy, Pomroy, for
of
the
and of the five next sucmonth,
and
present
Havana,
others, as before.
urday
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.
ceeding months, at 21 o'clock la the afternoon.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 3d. bark Comet. Morri<
Dated
this
39th
f
day
New
son.
January A. D. 1868.
Orleaus; sch Malabar. Welsh. Jersey City.
BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TR0CHE8
M. M. HITLER.
I ratnmiamiommrm
The vessels before reported at Delaware Breakwater
CommiMloacr*.
reach directly the affected parts and give almost in*
S. W. LARRABEE. 1
bave nearly all sailed.
stant relief.
In Bronchitis. Asthma, and Ca*
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, schs Elia Ellen, Curtie. fm
janSl d8w then wtjun«-2n
Portiaud
; Bay State. Hatch, Boston
takrh they are beneficial.
The good effects result*
Cld 4th. ship# Aurora. Barker, and Emerald Isle.
ing from the use of the Troches, aud their extended
Cornish. Liverpool: Hemisphere. Taylor, do; Glad
U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE
use, has caused them to be counterfeited.
Be sure tc
Tidings, Nelsou. Glasgow: bark Lamplighter, Morris. Gibraltar; brigs fan me. Lorentseu. lor Malaga;
guard againA worthless imitations. Obtain only
Ocean Wave, Wiusiow, Canleuas; sch Hannah,Loud
the genuine Bnorn't Bronchial Troche* which have
Jackmel.
FOB BALB AT TUB
prored their efficacy by a test of many years. PubSid 3d. hark Milton; brigs H F Colthirst, Anna,

Dr J. VVeslky Kelley will be in attendance at
his Medical Office, 214 Congress street, Tuesday and
Wednesday, the 10th and 11th of February. The
sick are invited to call. Adviee free.
feb6 dlw

_

STAMPS,

lic

and Rival.
Ar 5th. brig

Speakers and Singers should use the Troches
Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice

Essex. 8innet, Matauzas; sch HickNickerson. Boston
Cld 5th, ship Victoria. Stinson, for London; barks
Arab. McDonald, Cadiz: Eagle. Baker. Port Royal;
sch Francis Cuffln. Cousins, Na-sau NP.
Sid 4th, shins C Nesmith, National. Alex Marshall;
barks Kate Stamier, American Eagle; brigs W A
Dresser, A D Torrey, Wappoo, G Worthington.
8TONINGTON Ar 3d. schs Peerless, Higgins, and
Oriole. Freeinau, Boston for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Sid 3d iust, schs R H Colson, Colson,
from Boston for Baltimore; Josiah Acborn, West,

Military
aud

are

hem.

to

man,

sudden

exposed
changes, should have
everywhere at 26 cents per box.

Sold

d&w3m

t^UlMHY. would give notice that he hi
returned to Portland, and can be found at his Room
No. 13 International Uouse, Tuesday, Angus
12th, where he will attend to all wishing toconsa
DR. P. P.

—

PKOVINCETOWN—Ar 3d. schs Carrie A Pitman,
Turner, fin New York lor Salem: Maria Lunt, Boyington. and PS Liudsay, Kicker, from Portiaud for

First Examination at

office.S204
Each subsequent sittingat office,.5<
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 M
Eachsubsequent visit at residence,. lOt
August 16. 1862.—tf

New York.
DIG HTON—Ar

a1

a

9 P. M

Physician andSuroeow.—11. A. LAMB, M. D.
corner of Cougress aud Chestuut Street
Portland, Me.

Office,

incases of the eye and

car.

to

Surgery, includinj
aug"— dtim

SWEET ORANtiES.—Another lot of nice Or
anges just received and selling at very low prices, a
B. W. JONES.
feb4 dlw*
116 Fore Street.
Dr.JOS1AH HEALD, No.241 Coi
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Churcl
Portland, Me.
augTdly
Dentistry

—

KIMBALL, Dentists, No. IE
Portland. Me.
augl6—ly

Dus. LOCKE A
Middle Street.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Salaralay..Fekraary

St.

JOHN C.

PROCTER,

Real Estate iiad Merchandise

BROKER.
Or LIr« Streets

OFFICE

HTFnfruw lint Door north of the Poet Office.

jaaDta
All Style* and Qnalfttle*

OF

<

art iffice open daily (Sundays excepted) from (
A. M. to 9 P. M
On Suudays, from 8$ to 9} A. M.

paid

Batldlag, Exchaag,

Boots, >hoee. and Rubber*, for men, women.
boy*, miwv aud children. constantly on band
and
for
tale at the lowest price* at my AVir Store,
for Salem.
|
AVI Ton grew street. (T. f*. File#’ old stand.)
My
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Peru, Creamer, Waldoboro;
Ella Rose. Patcbeapt as tine: Florence, Crockett, ftn 1 old pntroua and purchaser* generally are invited to
call and see what bargains 1 ran give.
Rockland.
Cld 6th, sch Susan, Bearso, New York; Luzie M
REPAIRING
Stewart, Portsmouth
CASTINE— Ar 2d iust, sch Napoleon, Lord, from
AND MANUFACTURING,
Boston.
Done to order neatly, promptly, and at low prieee.
ROCKLAND—Ar 81st ult, schs Catharine Maria,
SAMUEL BELL,
from Boston; Ctica. Thorndike, Portiaud.
S&8 Congress, near t.reeu street.
feb 8—slim
Ar |g|task.anha Rnmvnm, Vkmvwtk, im Boston;
Pallas, Peudletnii. and Juno, from New York.
WILLIAM PAINE,
Ar 2d. schs Elualwth Areularius, Hix, and A Jame-

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

Particular attention

la Merchant*’ Bank

Jacll dll

1st. ach H W Morse. Beaton. Phil-

adelphia.
EDGAKTOWN—Ar3d, schs Israel L Snow, Savage, Philadelphia tor Salem; Adeline. Sprague, do
for Pembroke; American Eagle. Pet ten gtJl, N York

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
WESTERN—Arrive* at 12.40 and 71 P. M. Closes
7.45 A M and 1.30 P. M
EASTERN—Arrives at 150 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
EC ROPE—Close* every Saturday at 1 30 P. M.
CANADA—Arrive* at 1.60 P M. Close# at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS-Arrives about 6 P M. Cloee

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,

Rockland lor New York.

him.

two

their clothes.

..

cordi wiI1 be

Jfejf PfgPOw^msaet be acenmpanietntoby the
Of two responsihle pjarsons

B. W.

Nashville, Feb. 4.
cavalry, uudcrWbecler,Stearns

Sll

'}"-wood
May next.

ceiveJ>rOP°*aU f°r ,eM than ftfly

DIED.

The

wrong road and got on to the railroad track,
over which he drove nearly or quite, when he

day

In Witerville, Feb. 5th. by Rev Mr. Dillingham,
Lieut. Col. Francis K. Heath. 19th Maine Keg., and
Miss Clara 8., daughter of Hon. W. B. S. Moore, of
Watcrville.
Iu Brunswick. Andrew W. Simpson, of Stockton.
Cal., and Miss Augusta Pennell, of B.
Iu Ellsworth, Jan. 2Htb. Win. I*. Wood, of Rockland. and Mias Fiona A. Sites, of (jouldsboro.
In Bangor, Jan. 25th. Henry K. Morse, of Guilford
and MissJucy J. Milliken, of Glenburn.

Wounded.
Caiho, Feb.3—11 P. M.

Monday,

rtrliv-

_MARRIED.
Viokaburg.—Rebel

jau21

Bangor Whig says that on Wednesday evening a teamster started with a load
of goods from that city for Stetson, but from
some mental or physical obliquity took the

S_

2.960 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.102
63.700 .do. 1011
1.80b
.do(August).NH
650 Uuited States Demand Notes.156
1.000 U. S. Certificate* of Indebtedness,(Jan).... 94
10.000 .do (Jan). 982
9.000 .do (April).100 j
4.000 .do (Oct). 96J
2.000 Massachusetts State Sixes (1876).136
15 Boston and Maine Bailroad.
1841
10.do
136

Seven Hours Fight st Fort Donelson.—
Hebei Loss 200 Killed and 000

lor New

“aucAmetto.”

Ornct or th* A. A. Q. M C. 8. A..
I
Fort Treble, Maine. Feb. 4th, 1888 I
BALED TKOTOSAL8 will be received at thla
office until
March 18tb. 1883, at 13 o'clock
for (500) five hundred cords of hard, sea•oned,merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeiffht coble leet to the cord The wood to be
™ wharf at Fort Treble in lot. of 60 corda
0r “P"*'11*' a«
may he required.
t° be delivered ou or before the Unit
... or

of

The same paper says Kirby Smith has been
ordered to command the Department of Louisiana and Texas.
Jell'. Davis and his brother have purchased
plantations in the interior of Mississippi as a
Brifklea Market—Feb, 6.
refuge for their slaves. Their old estates are
At market, 1125 Beeves, 150 Stores, 2350 Sheep and
on the Mississippi, below Vicksburg.
and HfiO Swine.
Lamb*,
The Richmond correspondent of the CharlesBeef Cattle—Hjctra, 87 60 a 7 75: first quality, 87 50
ton Mercury says French baukers have ten7 75; second 86 25 a 6 76; third, 85 76 a 6 00.
dered the Confederacy a loan of seventy-live
Working Oxen—No sales.
Cows—Sale* 825. 28. 38 and 46.
million francs.
Veal Calves—none.
A bill was introduced in the rebel Congress,
Sheep -83 25. 3 42. 4 00. 6 60 and 9 00.
Jail. 28, lor condemnation to the public use of
Sboats—at retail from 5, 6 a 6J.
all cotton within the Confederate Stales. The
Beeves are sold by the head, at prices equal to the
lb of the estimated weight of Beef in the
plan is, to give the owner a receipt for the | value |> tin*
same price, at shrinkage IVom live weight
quarter,
price of it at 12 1-2 cents per pound, sell it to
agreed ou by the parties—varying from 28 to 34 per
I
the government of France or dealers in Engcent.
land, and let the purchasers see to its exportation.

is

“England; and if anybody (eels disposed to
“grumble at that, it is said they do not stand
“by New England. I have mysell found fault
“with the great number of appointments made
“from Massachusetts; but they are set down
“for New England, and ice are a part of Ma»-

PBOPOSAL9 FOR WOOD.

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Bostom, Feb 6, 1868.
17.900 American Gold...167
6.000 .do.b90 1671
6.000 .do.157 J
8.000 .do.1571
9.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881k.94j
Salk

quiet.

A bill has

y

of

--

neaiin 01

though

PAPERS.

EVE.\L\U

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Business in this department still continues active,
and dealers and manufacturers are crowded with orders for all kinds of desirable goods.
There seems
to be no such thing as keeping slioes on baud, as almost every case of goods tarned out from the manufacturers is sold before it is made up: orders are offered, but not generally accepted, for an almost in.
definite future period. Prices of stock and journeymen's wages are rising steadily, and of cou so tfie
cost of goods is being enhanced daily. Holders are
very firm sod few shoes are sold on time.
Jn array work there is a more quiet market. The
Philadelphia contracts given out were found too insignificant to get up a rise in oak leather, and as the
goods accepted were mostly made up, there has been
no extra sales of leather for army account.
It is now
generally understood that the various quartermaster
departments are full of shoes and no more will be
wanted immediately.
The total shipments of boots and shoes by rail and
sea for the
past week have been 16,087 cases. Of this
number 13.060 cases were seut by rail as follows:—
4.630 cases to New York and Pennsylvania; 1678
case* to the Southern States now in our pos***ssion,
and 6723 cases to the Western State*, including 280
to California. There were also 10 cases sent to HaThe clearances from the Custom House
vana. Cuba.
have been 2.987 cases, whose destinations were as
follows: 1,720 cases for Philadelphia, 1.264 cases for
.San Francisco, 2 eases to Uayti, and 1 case to Cuba.

-TO THE-

improving, and
out of danger,

considered

now

Boston Boot an* Shoe Market.

BY TELEGRAPH

From

in Irani mat me

Cowan ol Biddeford is

Capl.

and

w

man

gross weight of a dozen of the heaviest representatives is 2452 lbs.

made a

The Colonial

The heaviest

jy

said to lie Asa Bueknain, Esq., representative
from Eastport. Ilis weight is 275 lbs. The

took

pullers of New York are trying to stir up
trouble among the workmen, because the new
•Superintendent is trying to equalize the proportion of republican workmen in his department ; at present it stands about 400 democrats

republicans.

y The leading hotels in New York raised
price of board last Monday, from $2.50 to
$11.00 a day. The second class hotels have put
their board up to $2.00.

fast

ings

to

flourish

never

tlie

Fort

Pautd lo be enaried.—Act to incorporate the
Vassalboro Mills Co.; act authorising Albert
Truftuit to extend a wharf in Harpswell harbor;

Mr.

can

upon a soil that Is not moistened with the dews
of respect and admiration.

Smith,

us a

as

jy The flower of love

years.

Judiciary

a passion, calls
“creature,” says our name would "defile
bis sheet,” that we are “maligners” a “cheat” a
•sneak,” a “turncoat,” a “base wretch,” and a
perfect nondescript. Much yoatt\ful abolition

Portland, Feb. 6, 18A3.
As coffees and spices of an inferior
quality
have been offered in the market
purpoting to
come from L. J. Hill, & Co., this is to
give
notice that all goods put up at the Kayle Cof-

Maine, of Landstrom's Patent Soap Stone Roaster, which
saves the oils of coffees, giving them
greater
strength and a finer flavor than can lie pro-

Friday. Tlie contract with Hartford & Smith
do the binding for the current year, was rend
and approved, in concurrence.
Report of the Committee on the Land office,

has decided that the bill of sale of any vessel
does not require a stamp.

to

tee, reported leave to withdraw on the petition
of the town of Buxton.
Various petitions were presented and referred.
Read and assigned.—Bill making valid and
amending the acts incorporating the Sebec Lake
Steamboat Co.; act to amend Chap. 149 of the
laws of 1869.

are

for the whole State of

Hill,

John l’orter, and he (lies into

Caution.

right

iUM

has been transferred from the brain to the
heart. We barely pointed out the unfairness
of bis comments upon the sentence of FiU

“experience of the past. We are stupid pu“plls in this school, if we cauuot turn to ad“vmntage the severe lessons of experience.”—
Ah, Mr. Wigfall, that same hard master, Experience, Bis in store many unexpected lessons for you a id other
“stupid pupils.”

goods, and the ready sale for them in the
market, has tempted some to offer a spurious
rtlcle in our name. We have secured the

2D—MISBEHAVIOR

nature

known

“going

our

the Press.

wuik

SENATE.

ty. except the words “a verv heavv.”
Mr. Crosby, from the same Committee, reOl the 1st charge, Guilty.
Of the specifications ol' the 2d charge, Guilty. ! ported a bill for the preservation of certain
Ol' the 2d charge, Guilty.
bonds. Read and assigned.
And the court does therefore sentence the
Mr. Clay, from the same Committee, reported
said Capt. Edwin A, Batchelder, of
Augusta, a bill to contsnue in force the
provisions of an
Me., 31 Regiment, Maine Volunteers,
To be ca*hiered, to forfeit all pay and al- | act additional to an act to incorporate the prolowances due him, or which hereafter may beprietors of Gardiner 4 Pittston Bridge Co.—
come due him, and order that his crime, name i Read and
assigned.
and place of abode, and punishment, be
pubMr. Cony, from the Committee on State Lands,
lished in the uewspaper ol
largest circulation reported a resolve
authorising the Land Agent
iu the State of Maine.
to convey a tract of land to
II. The proceedings, findings and sentence
Spaulding Robinin the case of Capt Edwin A. Batchelder are
son.
Also, a resolve relating to the settlers on
confirmed. The punishment is not too severe.
St. John river. Read and assigned.
The pro|>er punishment lor such conduct is
Resolves relating to National Affairs were tadeath, ( apt. Edwin A. Batchelder ceases to
be an officer in the
military service of the ken from the table, on motion of Mr. Lyman of
united State*, to date from the day of hi*
Marhias, and Tuesday next assigned for their
conviction, December 22d, 1WJ2.
consideration.
By command of Major General Burnside.
Tha Speaker announced, to fill the vacancy
(Signed) Lewis Riciimohd, A. A. S.
in Committee on Public Buildings, Mr. Golder
in place of Mr. Bruce. On Military Pensions—
Mr. Merrill in place of Mr. Gooch.
r# Mr. Tenney, of the Brunswick TeleMr. llopkinson, from the
graph, has lost his temper, and allowed his
Commit-

plain terms,

and Spice Mill*, Portland, have the name
of the firm printed or stencilled upon them.
None others are genuine. The popularity ol

<•<

Volunteers, as follows:
Of the specifications of the

water, a little more than a week ago. The
Governor informed the Chief Conspirator in

fee

«o

Feb. 6.

Augusta,

Twenty-Third Maine.
jy On the fourth page—Railway Poetry;
Ladies of Portland; &c.
yThe Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

concurrence.

Specification—In this that Uiesaid Edwin A.
Balchelder, on the 13th day of December,
1802, while his command was inaction against
the enemy, left his company and command
without proper authority and
thereby jeopardized the safety of his command: all this ou
the battle field near
Va.
Fredericksburg,
To all which charges and
specifications the
accused pleaded, A’ot Guilty.
After mature deliberation on the
testimony
adduced, the court finds the accused, Capt.
Edwin A. Hatchelder, 3d
Regiment, Maine

quiesced in as a necessity, while the principle
has constantly received the North Carolina
condemnation, and the second act awaits, and
Will await forever, her sanction. Mr. Davis
held an unsatisfactory conference with Governor Vance, who is a Conservative of the bluest sort, at Franklin depot, Va., on the Black-

are

the
date

ENEMY.

needed for her own defense. The
organs of public opinion do not hesitate to say,
that the first act of conscription was only ac-

larger,

has

Hall last

Brigadier

CHARGE

are

a

M.

to

PHKKS.J

DAILY

ees.
General J. H. H. Ward, Volunteer service, is President, convened at the
On motion of Mr. Kent of
Bremen, it was orHead Quarters of 2d Brigade 1st
Division, 3d dered that the Judiciary Committee be instructCorps, by virtue of General Orders X'o. II, from ed to
enquire inUrthe expediency of amending
Head Quarter* ofUirney’a Division, of Decem- i
ber l»th, 1402, was arraigned and tried
Chap. 23, Sect. 3, R. 8., so that the section shall
Capt.
Edwin A. Balchelder, Co. B, 3d Regiment
apply to islands owned by one or more persons.
Maine \ oluuleers, on the
following charges
On motion of Mr. Clay of Gardiner, it was
and specifications:
ordered that the Judiciary Committee be inCHARGE 1ST—COWARDICE.
Specification—In this, that Edwin A. Batch- structed to enquire into the expediency of amendelder, Captain of Company B of said Regi- ing Chap. 22, K. S., relating to division fences.
ment was in command of his
On motion of Mr. Blake of
Company on the
Bangor, it was
13th day of Decetnlter, 1802, ou the battle field
ordered that the Judiciary Committee be directnear
Fredericksburg, Va., while said regiment ed to enquire what alterations, if
any, are necand company were actually eugaged with the
essary in the statute of limitations, so as to proenemy; and while his regiment and company
were in front and under a
mote justice and the best interests of the
very heavy fire, did
people.
leave bis company and regiment and retire
On motion of Mr. Ellis of Northport, it was
about two hundred yards to the
rear, and
ordered that aCommittee of seven on the part of
place himself iu a ditch.
the House, with snrh am th«>

in conflict with the Government at Richmond
waa promptly thrown overboard.
Necessity
knows no law, neither does American Conser-

paralyzes

Emery,

Volunteers.
Head gcABTEm Anar or the Potomac, I
Camp near Kaliuoutii, Va., Jau. 23, 1863.
(
General Orders, No. 3.
IIVIUI

reserves, in flagrant opposition to the conscription law of the Confederate Congress. A
preamble disclaiming any intention of coming

which

from various

Finding and Sentence of the Court Martial
convened tor the’Trlal of Copt. Edwin A.
Hatrhelder, Co. II, 3d Kegimcnt, Maine

the North Carolina representatives there assembled voted to raise ten regiments of State

a

being presented

Officially communicated

waa on the 16th of December, It will be remembered, while General Foster was hammering their troops at Whitehall, while ail Raleigh
was packing up and moving out of
town, that

A rule that works both ways,

THE

Mr.

Jonathan.

august legislative bodies there in session, in
the most insolent and provoking manner. It

truly

and that it is never “safe

evening,
by the Ladies of the Universalist Society, was
well attended.
The receipts amounted to
about $150. A large attendance is anticipated this evening.

fSMSSrr,: H(Vec0y“'lolbar3" TiMgti'te1

because it is

has

man

is well out of the woods.”

from Dec. 15, 1802.
The levee at Meomian

The Raleigh gentlemen however will not
give up their eastern counties. North Carolina, they say, has 80,000 troops in the field, and
yet the enemy hold Newbern, menace Wil-

reserves

The Button

D., of Buxton,
been api>ointed Assistant physician at
Maine Insane Hospital, apjMiiutuient to

ers?

of his very

uncertain,”

very

crow

Thomas H.

good old North State, if at the same time
Vicksburg, Chattanooga, or Richmond itself,
should happen to be occupied by the invad-

assurances

But his efforts were vain,
following day the vote was reconand the resolve indefinitely postponed

loss.

the

troops as

several

parts of tlie Stale for a change in the standard
weight of potatoes from 0U to 54 pounds. It is
contended that the present standard of 00 lbs.
will not
hold out,” in any market, and in
consequence, both farmers and dealers are
subjects to serious inconvenience if not actual

great harm done.

the Yankees out of the eastern counties

purchase

gone his way a sadder, if not a wiser man,having learned the lesson that “doubtful things

comprehensive

Still there is

of the State to

the

on

sidered

filled with admiration

“which has resulted from it.”

duty

bushels thereof.

respect for Mr. Davis, “a* the Chief Magistrate

DISPATCH TO

diers have, and some brass buttons with a hook
attached, which he ostentatiously termed “Put-

“Conservatism” In North Carolina.
AmeriConservatism, in the vocabulary of
has become a mere synonym for
can

mat

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
t*TKCIAL

SELECTED.

AND

tV~ Oil the first page—Letter from the

Ere**:

ago a shrewd, sharp Connecticut Yankee made his appearance at the State
House, with a rubber blanket, such as the sol-

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
rsghiai eirottlatioB of any daily paper in
the oity.

encouraging ract,

Daily

the

ORGINAIL

----

days

A few

__---.—

It Is anoLher

of

To the Editors

__.-»*•-Saturday Morning, FebrnAry T, 1863.

dency at

BY TELEGRAPH.

AoormirA, Feb. 5,

PORTLAND, MAINE

they

Ohfcltal.

Letter from the State

T.
Sun rises.7 07 I High w ater.. 1 45
Sun sets.6.23 I Length of days.10. M

1

son, Andrews, Boston.
Sailed 28th nit. schs R B

Pitts. Paul, and Florence,
Candage. Boston; 30th, Amelia. McGuno. do; 31st,
Harriet, Stinson, do.
Sid 3d, sch Ctica, Thorndike,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Shaughae Nov 14th. bark Mary k Louisa, ftn
the coast
Sid loth, ship Samuel Russell, Wiuchell) for Hong

Kong.

At do Nov 24th. ship Samuel Adams, Gay, for Foo
Chow.
At Hong Kong Nov 30. ship Storm King, Callaghan. fm Bangkok, ar »ame day; bark Young Greek,
lav lor. tor Japan.
Ar at Honolulu Dec 14, ship hingti-her. Freeman,
San Francisco (and sailed 17th lor Shaughae.)
Ar at Callao &ih ult, bark Eureku, Turner, Vancouver’s Islaud.
Sailed l>ec 3o, shin Emily A llall. Hall. England.
Ar at Valparaiso Dee 27th, ship Crest of the Wave,
Price, from New York; 2Uth. brig Jooephiue, Wood,
from Rio Janeiro tor San Francisco, (before reported
without date.)
Ar at St John NB 3Dt ult, teb Duke of Newcastle,

Finley, Portland,

Deputy

Sheriff,

STAN DISH, MAINE.

Portiaud.

janWdlw*

NOTICE.
Munion,I Authorltiee of the town of *«■!brook will bo iu «mu at their ottee la W cotbrook. on Monday, the »th day ol Fekraan nyat, at
of the DireeM o'clock A. M., to act on the
tora of the Portland A rant Arcnue Itailroad Cobfor the right of way mini Doc ring Bridge to

THE

petition

paay
Kvergreeu Cemetery.
uEiiRuE JOHNSON, I Selectmen of
JOSEPH HAWES.
| Weatbrook.
jau27*
Portland, Jan. 31. 1863.

Lnxnriiint Whisker* .tad VlousUKhn
be <rrmr» in air veeka. by niing DiiLHie.
Price bOceata
aan aSTintlLaTlno UnoviaT
LOSING'S Drag Store.
per box, at

CAN

Corner Exchange and Federal Street,.

MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

Religious Notices.
tlTKt. Eev. Bishop Bargeas is expected to officiate at 8t. Luke's Church to-morrow, at
lOj A- M
and at 7i 1\ M.
0rBov.
Leon
of
.State 8t.
Walker, pastor
George
<
C'uurch, after an absence of three months,* will resume his labor, in that
to-morrow.
pulpit
Kr*Elder J. W. White will preach in the 8ccond
Advent Church to-morrow at the usual hours, beat,

BY TELEGRAPH.
TO THE

.,

free.

public

The

are

invited.

UT" Mr. Isaac J". Green leaf. Trance speaker, arill
lecture in Mechanic.' Hall, before the 1'ortl.nd Spiritual Auociation, to-morrow afternoon ami
evening
at 2j and 7 o'clock.
buuday School at 9), Conference at 10J o'clock.
tJT Krv.Mr Hayden deliver, hi. 9th Discourse
on tlw Book of Knrelatiou. to-morrow morning, »t
the New Jerusalem
Temple. 8ubJoet-The Closing up of the DlN]tenaation, (commnuly called "end
of the world") the
going forth of the White Home,

and

Uuishing of

the

Judgment—Chapters

19 sud 10.

Supreme Judicial Court.
J., PRESIDING.

JANUARY TERM—CUTTINO

Friday.—Id

the case of

Hovey

vs.

Chase,

the examiaatioo of Mr. Eben Steele w is concluded.
His testimony was that the deed
from Neal to Crocker was dated July 27th,
1835, which was borne out by the production
of a copy of the deed. Mrs. Neal Dow ami
Mrs. Heury Smith testified at some length as
to the deportment of Mr. Stepheu Neal in tile
years 1834 and 1836, during which time they
were very intimate with him.
Mr. Kufus
Beat was then placed on the stand, and he testified as to his

Neal,

Neal

intimacy

and

acquaintance with
Portland,
after Neal removed to this city. He testified
that he had never discovered anything in Mr.
Mr.

both in Elliott and in

lead him to suppose that hr had lost
his mind. At the conclusion of Mr. Beal's
to

XXXVII OONGBESS—Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 6.
SENATE.
Mr. Arnold offered a resolution, which was
adopted, instructing the Committee on Finance
to inquire into the
expediency of repealing the
duty on paper.
Mr. Fessenden introduced a bill to prevent
and punish frauds
upon the revenue and to
provide for the more s|>eedy and certain collection of claims in favor of the U. S.
A bill for the relief of the heirs of Stephen

Johnson was passed.
The Conference Committee on the deficiency
bill, made a report, which was adopted.
The hill in aid of the Missouri emancipation

taken up but laid over.
A resolution expelliug G. E. Budget from
the .Smithsonian Institute Board of Trustees
and appointing Prof. Agassiz was passed.
was

Adjourned.

HOUSE.

The Senate's amendment to the Postoffice
bill, authorizing the Postmaster General to
for

mails in steamships
carrying
from San Francisco to the several porta in
contract

Oregon,

at

the

a

sum

The Fancy Dress Ball.—We would call
attentiou to the advertisement in another columu of tlic Grand
Fancy Dress Ball, which

week from next Tuesday eveThe ladies are gossiping about the

takes

place

ning.

FROM NEW ORLEANS AND HAVANA.

Terrible Condition or the Rebels
at Port Hudson.
_

Rebel

Conscription

display

that

on

evening

in a ball-room in Portland.

Woodbury, costumers,

The Alabama

ever

of

the hall will be

full,

sure.

Weather.—There was
quit#a sudden change in the weather Thursin

THE

day night, or early Friday morning. At midnight Thursday the mercury stood at zero.
At 8 o'clock Friday morning it stood at 30 degrees, making a difference of 4St degrees in
twenty-four hours—the mercury at that hour
Thursday standing at 13 degrees below. It
snowed a little on Thursday night, bnt on
Friday morning a violent rain storm set in,
which continued all day, rendering the walking anything but comfortable for pedestrians.
Various were the mishaps that occurred during the day. People's trotters would fly oat
from under them, and they were embracing
the sidewalks almost before they knew it.
The snow vautshed rapidly, and if this weather holds on twenty-four hours longer good-bye
to sleighing.
Associates Ex-Five.—A grand Firemen's
Military and Civic Ball will be given by the
Associates Ex-Five, at Lancaster Hall on
Thursday eveoiug, Feb. 10th. The members
of this

Association mean

to

make this Hie ball

of the season, and for this purpose they have
appointed a strong committee of arrangeand floor managers, who will carry out
matters in the handsomest style.
Chandler’s
frill orchestral baud will furnish the music.

ments

For

particulars
Fire Department

the advertisement.

see

of this

city

The

will be out in

strong force, and there will be delegations
from various departments In other cities and
towns.

From the

experience

have had In affairs of this kind,
that it will be the most

the managers

Crossnun * Poor where his wound
ed. -In a short time afterwards he

was

dress-

was

about

to his

business, though suffering
pain from his wound. Karnhain
that gives up very easily.

eon-

aiderabie

is

By-Messrs. Rumery * Burnham of tills
city are extensively and successfully engaged
in the busiuess of putting up lobsters and beef
at Jonesport. The beef is principally raised
in Washington County, and is said to be of a
remarkably good quality. It is put up in cans
ef four pounds each, under a contract with the
Navy Department. They are about erecting
a factory on Bear Island, where they will engage in the lobster busines the coming year.
itt The British ship Anglesea, lying across
the bead of the dock opposite the Grand Trunk
freight house, yesterday in the gale, had a
very uncomforubie berth, and after “cbawiug

up" her fenders, Injured her chain plates considerably. We hear of no other damage in the
harbor.

{y-Brig Billow, Capt Reed, arrived at this
port Thursday night from Cardenas. She was
completely encased in ice and bad been obliged to start her deck load to prevent her from

swamping. The
on

crew were

badly frost-bitten

here arrival here.

Orangks.

B. W.

Jones,

No. Ill Fore
received a fresh lot ot Havana

—

street, has just

the juries*
oranges, just imported,
and most luscious tasting fruit we have had
this season. Try them, and see if it is not so.
which

are

By Steamship Norwegian will sail for Liverpool this afternoon, immediately alter the
arrival of the train from Canada. Mails close
at the Postoffice in this city at 1.30 o'clock,
P.

M._

Currency.—The Collector of
Customs will distribute to-day at 3 o'clock P.
M., to our ailtiIt citixeus about four thousand
Postage

dollars of postage currency, in sums

of

ten

qinllars.
By Bailey’s creeper’s were in demand yesterday. It was next to impossible for a person
to sustain an
upright position without them.
He has

Federal and Rebel Proclamations.

a

few

more

left.

W" We understand that the price paid for
the “Barbour block” was $33,500 and not
$30,000 as stated in the Advertiser.

a

Fieri from Newborn.

on

the Coast ol North

ico

Carolina.

on

The steamer New York left here last evening for Annapolis, to convey released Union
prisoners, 753 in number, from Richmond.
Some of the schooners which have been
aground in this vicinity have been gotten oil'
by steamtugs. There are now two schooners
ashore back of he fort, aud three on the bar
between Sewall's Point and the Rip Raps.
A propeller arrived at Norfolk, from Newbern, via the canal and inland route, this
morning.
They report two government
schooners ashore on Hatteras Shoals, one
loaded with cattle and the other with coal,
and that a fleet of 120 vessels had sailed aud
were all bound South.
Raker’s wrecking fleet has been blockaded
for some three weeks at Norlolk. It consists
of schooners Relief, C'apt. Rockwell, Planet
Mars, steaming Pilot, Capt. Raker. To-day,
Gen. IJix has very judiciously given them a
permit to pass down Hampton Roads for the
relief of the Government vessels ami others
in distress near Old Point, and also to pass on
to the coast of North Carolina lor the same
purpose, aud to report to Gen. J. G. Foster to
relieve vessels in distress there, and to follow
from that place for the same
our fleet south
purpose, Gen. Foster having requested Capt.
Baker to do so.
The wind is easterly, and the storm increases.
The two

schooners ashore at Old Point are
the Minerva, of Fail River, and J. P. NickerThe former is hilged,
son, of tVelltleet, Mass.
and the latter is in good order, and can be got
off by the wreckers.
A bark is at anchor one mile from Old Point,
with her foretopinast and inaintopgallantinast

carried away.

Movements of General

Arrival of

Burnside.

to Accotlnk.

MEN IN

a

Nkw Yokk, Feb. 6.
Contraband goods having reached the rebels
from this city through the West Indies,the
Government has ordered that no goods he
shipped hence to the West Indies without
special permission from the Custom House.
A letter to Gen. Hamillou, from the United
States Consul at Monterey, says a million dollars worth of cotton was sold there recently,
the pay lor which was sent hack to the rebels
iu the shape of powder, lead, blankets, shoes,
and, in fact, everything that can he used in
their army.
An order was then there for
6U0,u<J0 blankets.
J. R. Bayler says the latter is getting up
another expedition for the invasion of Arizona and New Mexico, and intends to start soon.
Union men are hung in Texas on the slightest suspicion. A party of Gennans were attacked oil the Bio Grande by Texan rangers,
but got away with one wounded and the loss
of their horses. Alsiut 1000 Union men were
on the frontier awaiting for a chance to join
the federal army.
A letter to Gen. Hamilton from the United
Stales Consul at Mntamoras says, there is up
the river a force of 1300 Mexicans, half of
whom are well armed and mounted, who have
been driven from Texas and having been joinec by a few Americans, keep the frontier as
far as San Antonio in a ferment. Gen Vidawrie has been appealed to by the rebel commander at San Antonio to prevent ail invasion
of Texas, but gave him no satisfaction. Nothing had been said by the Mexican authorities
to our Consul oil the
subject.
FROM WASHINGTON.

Eighteen inches of snow has fallen, and the
storm has uol abated.
Toronto, Eeb. 6.
Trains east have been deluyed four or five
botirs by snow.
The trains on the Grand Trunk Railway
were

greatly delayed.

Halifax, N. S. Feb. 6.
The steamship Arabia, from Boston for Liverpool, arrived at 5 o’olock this morning, and
left at 8 o'clock.

in the United States.

ertlgcntes.

from

sales 800 bain at 86

«

86c fur mid-

Flour—State and Western 6 a, Joe lower; Superfine Mate 690 nTlfi; Extra do 7 53 « 7 60; choice
7 65 a 7 90: Round lioop Ohio 7 66 a- 7 85; choice do
7 90 ft 9 25; Wc*t«*rn 6 9u ft 7 90; Southern drooping;
Mixed to good 7 75 ft 8 00; Faucv and Kxtra 8 30 u.
10 75; ( auada 10c lower; Kxtra ? 45
ft 9 26.
Wheat—1 ft 2c lower; Chicago
1 42 q? 1 56;
Milwaukee club 156ft 102; Winter Red Western
1 05 ft 1 70.
Corn— lc lower; Mixed Western sound 98 ft 94.
Beet—more active: Country Me** 7 00 ft 9 00.
I’ork—*hade lower; old Men* 14 75 ft 14 87; new do
16 75 ft 17 00.
Oil—I’etroleum firmer; sale* 2000 bbl a refined 464

spring

@48.
Freight* to Liverpool—drooping; flour Is lOJd;
graiu od for wheat in bulk and ship* bag*.
Wool—active and firmer sale* 100,000 lbs domestic at 76 ft 80; 2000 bale foreign, including Me*tiza
at 3*>t Cape 48 ft 46, Adelaide 42, and Frencn 35a 37.
Stock Market.
New York. Feb. 6.
Second Hoard.—Stocks active and better.
Chicago k Rock Island,. 92 J
Cleveland k Toledo. 90
(•alena k Chicago.. 91
Illinois Central scrip,.. 92

Michigan Central,.
Reading.
Harlem.
Hudson.
Erie.

97
91

34]

94
76
loo

Erie
New York Central.119*
Pacific Mail,.170

preferred.

44

Canton Company. 26
United State* 6** 1881 registered.. 92
United State* 8’* 1881 coupons,. 934
T/eaaury 7 3-Wths.102
United State* 6‘s one year certificates.944
I United State*
demand note*.
American
! North Carolina 6's,
Jlliuois Central Bond*.

455J
(.old,.I57I
75*

126|

learn from the Democrat that the
Air trade has been pretty brisk at Bethel thi»
winter. One man collected about $1*200 worth
and this is but a small part of the trade. Foxes
are said to be very plenty.

£#"Severa! cases of small pox have occurred at North Bethel. The Democrat
says the
disease was brought there by a returned soldier. It Is under such control as to excite no
alarm.

Thoroughgoing

IN

tll(*

A util lua

tar..11

au

EDITED BY

which is reduced to seeking its chief
material in one single market alone, to
alt the vicissitudes of which it lias to submit.
If, on the other hand, Mexico preserves its independence aud maintains the integrity of its
territory, if a stable government is constituted
with the assistance of France, we shall have
restored to the Latin race on the other side
of the ocean its strength and prestige; we
shall have established our beneficent influence
in the center of America, and this influence,
by presenting immense openings for onr commerce, will procure us the materials indispensable to our industry. Mexico thus regenerated will always be favorable to us, not
only
from gratitude, but also because her interests
will be in harmony with ours, and she will
find a po#erfu! support in her good relations
with the European powers. To-day, then, our
pledged military honor, the exigency of our
policy, the interest of our industry and of our
commerce, all make it a duty to march
upon
Mexico ami boldly plant there our flag; to establish either a monarchy, if it is not incompatible with the national seutiment of the
country, or at all events a government which

TERM S—PA TABLE LX ADVANCE
DAILY EVENING POST.

Tuee^«..

J

Efl.JJ_

93.00

g’oO
12*00
22.50

Is Published every
Wednesday.
One copy, one year
Three copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Teu copies, one year,
Any larger number 91 50 each.

ly

f2 00
5.00
g.dO

15.00

PREMIUMS.
Any person sending us #45 for twenty Semi-Week-

subscribers will be entitled to an extra
copv of
the Semi-Weekly one year; or 9ttJ0 for ten
copies,
will be entitled to one copv of our Weekly one
year.
Any person scndi g us #15 and the names of ten
subscriber* to our Weekly will be entitled to an extra
copy of tlie Weekly one year lor his service*; for
twenty names and 93» he will be entitled to one copy
of our Semi-Weekly or two copies of our
Weekly
one year.
Each subscriber’s name is printed on his
paper.

Subscriptions may

always in adranc*.

commence at any time.
When a club of subscriber*

Pay

has
been forwarded additions may be made to it on the
It is not necessary that the members of
receive their paper* at the same postOthce. Clergymen are supplied bv mail at the following rates: Daily. 98 per annum: Semi-Weekly,
92 .V': Weekly. $150. Money may be forwarded by
mail at our risk.
same terms.
a club should

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING POST
will be scut free to all who desire it.
Address
WM.C. BRYANT A
Office of the
41

cor.

ton, 6288 feet.

E^“The Oxford Democrat says Mr. Daniel
S. Hastings took his annual trip up Wild River
last week in tjucst of deer. The snow was
not deep enough to be as successlul as in
former years, though he brought home four
deer,

as

the reward of ills chase.

been

so

little snow the

do not collect in

There has

present winter, that

yards as

usual.

*

-OF

Til K-

thirty-Jtrst rfny

of December, A. D.

1862,

Made to the State of Maine, pursuant to the Statute
ol that State, entitled “An Act to regulate Ageu-

NAME AND

LOCATION.

CO.,

with

a

at
M.. the twentieth day of February current, for a loan of five hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, reimbursable
iu tweuty years, for which bonds of the State will be

sand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six per
cent,
and payable »erai-annuath.
The bonds will be issued dated March 1.1968, with
attached
for the semi-annual interest, payacoupon*
ble. both principal aud interest, at the Suffolk Bank,
Bostou.
The money on said loan will be received at this office. Suffolk Bank. Bostou, or either of the Banks in
Bangor or 1‘ortlaud.
Persons desirous of taking the loan, or any part of
It, not less than live hundred dollars, are requested
to send their
to the Treasurer of Mate, at
Augusta, specifying the amuunt and t» rms.
The proposals must contain no other fractional
rat«*s than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threequarters of one per centum
Those persons whose
may be accepted,
will be immediately notified.
feb6 tfeb»
NAT IAX DANE, Treasurer.

proposal*

2.600 oo
800 00

1,746 80

proposals

TODD'S LUX

2.776 13
as-

300 00

HAIR

204,584

LIABILITIES.
Amount of Losses adjusted and due
and unpaid.
None.

Amouut of losses incurred and iu
process of adjustment, reported,
ou which no action has been taken,
Amouut of Claims for losses resisted by the Coinpauv,
None.
Amouut of Dividends declared and
due and unpaid,
Amouut of Dividends, either cash
or scrip declared but uot yet due.

SO/,1*
3D Y E !

fill IE market has been flooded for vears with differ
x
cut articles called llair Dyes, which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The kk
plus ultra has been reached at last iu TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every persou who has used it. It coutains
no injurious ingredieuts, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for usiug
—which are very
each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Sofia Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the
aud there is but
oue kind to be nsed, aud that can be put on the same
as oil aud water, without any trouble, unlika all other dyes that have two or three differeut kind* to bo
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L’ulikc
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
For sale only at

11,469

1,200

simple—accompany

None.

dye,

Monev borrowed,
16,000
All other claims against the ComNone
ny.
Total amount of losses, claims and liabilities^<27,501

State or Rhode Island and Providence I
Plantations, Clip and County of providence, i
S. M&uran. President,4. S. Parish, Secretary, of
the Atlantic Fire and Marine Insurance Company,
being duly sworn, depose aud say that the foregoing

is a true, rail and correct statement of the affairs of
said corporation, and that thev are the above describS
ed officers thereof.
President.
I. S. PARISH, Secretary.

TODDS IIAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

MAURAN,

No.74 Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

The State of Rhode I land,
»
Cihr and County of Providence.ss, f
Subscribed aud sworu before me, this seventeenth
day of January, A. D. 1868.
Henry Martin.
A Commissioner for the State of Mtiue
for the State of Rhode Islaud.

septl6tf

Land in Franklin, Me.

or

Lono

only

PHILllpf,

Capt. C. H. Rich,
M McCarthy.

Library

remaining Fire

Lectures
will be delivered by the

course

Wharf.Portland, Me

present

JOHN! W. NIITNGEK, Agent.

jan23 8weod

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-three,
F. PERLEY, Administrator of the estate
of Moody Foster, late of Hridgtou in said Coundeceased,
having presented his petition for lity,
cense to sell and
convey all the right, title aud interest of said estate in and to certain real estate taken
in execution by "aid administrator, as set forth in
said
and held by him in trust for the benefit of all persons concerned therein:
It wan Ordered, That the said Petitioner give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maiue
State Press, printed at Port laud, that they may appear at a Probate Court to bo held at said Portland,
on
the first Tuesday of March next, at ten of
tho clock iu the forenoon, aud show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
WILLI AM G. HARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
34 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

SAMUEL

Dissolution «l'

petition,

to-pnrlucrship.

the undersigned, have this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.
ST EVEN 8, BIBBER A CO.
feb6d3w
Cortland, February 4, 1968.

WE,

»•“ •'<«nd stery, over Store
Middle street—Milcbeir,
Bail,ling. °-■
given inns* dialely
lauuire «f

C"'**!"«*

EH BRACES !

1

For sale at
jan29oodrtm

For Male.
THE HOt'SE on tbe coraar

Aplk

streets—the
THTTH E'1"
c“«2
Mntsbed for
a store.
A good
a family Grocer.
byyyjk*

HOLLAND-Wednesday.

erml

Land,

one

Spring and one
7 on

on

Firt.<rw

t,«

of Prat*
baaemeat
stand for

L..

s,

good Dwelling House.
Foe partiealars please apply at 127 Middle
Street
Portland.
N. 1. MITCHELL.
nov4oodtf

prevent
distin-

Valuable Property

A

on

Irrc SI.

FUH SALK.

MASON JONES, Esq.,—January 29th.
HENRY WARD BEECHER -Thursday, Feb. 6th.
Dm. J. O.

M

A. T. DOLE.

HALL.
of the

Plank.

A LOT OP LAND. 112 fret on Tree street
containing about **> vqngre fret, with a block
of two tlirrc-Mori. d brick Himtti
Iflmtra.
numbered 74 and 77. containing 21 rooms and atticconnected with Caaoa Unit-a desirable
location for
a Boanfmg Hnute. or for two
private dwellinga
Time and pavmenta to salt the
purchasers
«Ppl» to DR THOMAS H.
oi'C'f“.r.,h,r
BRfcbLIN. or
CHARLES MLS8EY.
feb2 dtw

{3ft
tjl'i
will

Feb. 11th.

JOHN B. GOUGH. Esq., Tuesday, Feb. 17
WENDELL PHILLIPS, Wednesday. Feb 25th.
Tickets fbr the remaining Lectures of the Course.
•126. Evening Tickets. 6d cents. To be had at the
Bookstore*. Palue's Mode Store, and at the d«»or.
Portland, Jan. 29, 1963.
jan28 dtf

TO KENT.

M
n.£lI3*,r*of

J

bnilt HOUSE. No.ID Danfertk

K,w<i-

oirppt

»■

rear

BRIDGTON

ACADEMY,

C

URIDGTON. MAINE.

Otto Danfertk

ON

Term of this Institution will
THE SpringTuesday,
Feb. 24th, 1963, and eontauae
eleven weeks.

MpeTt Shop

Inquire

of J

Shoulder Braces !

Ab-

Dumb Bells! Dumb Bella!

LORING'8 DRUG STORK.

jaala

To Let.
the northerly cotorner of Limo and
Streets, directly facing the market. Kant ow
Enquire at office or
(>CKAJ» INSURANCE CO.,
..
15.1MB
dtf
No. tl Exchange St.
acr

new

jSopt.

To Let.

AbA
fim
• llt■n

The large House on the comer of Mid«*»• mo** willow Streets, recently oceapled by Mr. C. A. Richards a* a boardPiMwession gives immsditug house.
^■■MAatety. For partienlara enqoire of
ocB6tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

1|11|H

rrycburv Aratlrm)

B. P.

Tempt

cnimnndloos Chamber in
THE
of the
bnck block..
muk

neaqAr

qualifications.

Hobaoa'e Wharf.

comer

and Painting.
The Trustees of this institution are
happy to annouiceto the public that the services of the Rev.
Frauklin Yeatou have been secured for the
Spriog
Teriu. Mr. Yeatou brings with him a rich
experience. and the well earned reputation of a succeaefbl
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a
Primary
Department will be P-inuil under the supervision of
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve
years of
age will be admitted for HOfi per term
Board
Academy « 00 per week, wood and
light* extra.^Indents can reduce their expenses by
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to thoee designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS II MEAD. Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan. 20, 1963.
*
JanSl dSawA n33

tiaue eleven weeks.
The Principal, Mr.

on

Third floor,
of Middle and
THE
afreets. Enquire ml M State Street.

Drawing

Spring Term of tbi* lo.utuiioii will
Wwlne«d«y, Feb IS.
and will

HAMLEN,

TO LET.

C. E. Hilton.A. M., Principal: Rev Franklin Yeatou. A M
Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton.
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. Gibbs. Teacher of

men**

H.

Office

incnco on

THE

to Let.

Commercial Street, bead of Hobeon'e Wharf

W A 5 T S.
ram.
con-

WATTED.

Show, A. M., ha* high

sntMcriher, having had
THE
iu connection with
without

considerable experimanaiacturing bat
capital, wishes to make arrangement* with
some person
haring meant, to operate a mill—either
cotton or woolen—and share the profits. C'aa
give
best of reference as to character and ability
Please address B WOODWARD. Box 117, Soath
Berwick. Maine.
deelB eod2m

Competent assistants will be employed. Instruction on the Piano and in voea! music will he given
by
an accomplished and experienced teacher.
Hoard, including wood, lights and wa hiug. may
be had at 92.25 to
A limited numlwr of rooms for students
wishing to
hoard themsrKe«.
For further particulars apply to the Principal.
D. B. ShWALL. Mec’v trustees
febo dlwA w2w3ft
Fryeburg. Feb. 3d. 1963.

ence

Wanted

Immediately,

every town and tillage, an agent of either
•ex to engage is a light aad
profitable bnsineaa
by which from 53to • 12 per week can be made. Parson. having leisure evenings can make Irom
40 cents
to SI per evening
A natal
with mil particulars
•cut bv mail to all who ineloae Taarx letter
ilames
(9oeiit>laud addicts IRA Rl ssELL A CO..
feb4 dlm« w8t5ic
Hooksatt, N. H.

IN

Term of thi, inetllntion will
THE SpringMoutlty,
February 16, and continue
eleven weeks.
monce on

No paius will be spared on the part of the Trusand Teachers to make this one of the best institutions in the Mate.

tees

ADDISON SMALL, Principal.

w3w 33*

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

Portland Commercial

College.

-AT

ROLLINS & BOND
HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

Principal

New and Deniable Style, at

Cloths,

FURNISHING GOODS,

—

Which they offer at

Prices to suit the Times !
Ey Call in be tore purchasing elsewhere, and
for

would refer to a recommendation from
t*-Mr
his >tud~nt* of this city who are acting as business
above four huumen, accountants, kc
dred signatures, a part of which niav be seen iu print
iu the hall at the eutrance to his Kcoms, a few of
which are as follows:
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued by Mr. K. N.
Brows, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the
series of Book
has
been eminently successful, and we tak.in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to hint lor
whatever skill and facility in adjusting accounts we
may now possess:
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W. 'Thomas. Jr., Samuel t hadwick, Augustus Cummings. J**ou Berrv, John S.
Rusatp. Fred. A Prince, John 11. Hall. George E.
Thompson, John It Coyle,Jr., Fred. 11. Small. John
M. Stevens, aud &U others.
OTThe services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach
who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
fi*b3 dfc w3m33

yonreeit

oc29

dtf

NEW TORN AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,

Keeping,
pleasure

Cooked iu the beat

ALBION

at the

RESTAURANT.

ENGLISH ALE ON IRAl’GHT
G. D.
Rear

MILLER, Proprietor,

U. S Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street. Portland

deo-3 3m

Real Estate,
INVESTMENTS !

the
COM begs
PROF.
dents of the French language that tor the
present
inform

manner,

Meals at all hoars, cooked to order.

Navigation,

to

•••

1

MIDDLE ST R EEl.

95

.'containing

DC

Clothing,

-AMD—

approved,
(took-Kecying.

complicated

—-

No. OS.Middle Street

T OCATED I960 in the Han»oa Block. No. 161 MidIJ die street. The rooms have recently been made
new. and furnished neatly, and are tiie mo-t plea-ant
in the city. One separate roofa lor ladies. 1 present my than as lor the extensive
patrouage. and
promue as in the past, ho pain* shall be spared in the
future. 1 have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street.
The
has had 20 years’
experience.
Diploma* will be given to those Ladies and Gentlemen who pass through thorough courses for Accountants
Terms will be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett’s Comm* rcial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first aud oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plans are modem,
and the most improved and
a* the jirtt
clas* business men have and w til testify.
follows
fought.as
Navigation. Commercial Law. Native. Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence. Card Marking, Ac. Teachiug from
nriuted writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain evenings will be

stu-

all his time is eugaged
He ex|>cct* to be enabled to
receive a few more pupils at tho cud of the present
term. March 1st.
FUR
Til
The professor thanks most heartily the community
for the large, intelligent, aud refined patronage bestowed U)>on him. lie knows that lie owes iu part
20 HOUSES, nt price# from f1000 to NOW.
his success to the fact that he is. not only the sole
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price# from S2U0to MOM.
French teacher educated iu l*s ris (France) but even
2.000. 000 feet of FLATS.
the only Frenchman teacbiug in Portland. The re1.000.000 fret of LAND
markable proficiency iu speaking French attained by
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street
his pupils, must be reckoned also as one of it* cause*.
74 Middle «u,
MOSK*
It is a difficult thing to teach pioperly a modern Ian;
The
qualifications are necessary.
aovfTdtf
Ur St Aina
ranch language, like all modern languages, goes
through perpetual traiedbrntntions; hence its rules,
cannot present that clearncm and that precision of
dead languages. Often difficulties occur which gramfllllK. attention of Music Dealers and Bookseller
mar cannot solve; the professor is then guided, eith1 is called to a new National Song, **FAIK COer by the sound or the eustom; this is one of the
LUMBIA," by Kt’ottmc Bat* HKLi»«n
Any one
stumbling blocks of the American or Swiss teacher
20 cents in Postal Carrency to W Paine or
ruelosing
the
ot
Uie
rules
Again,
of French synmultiplicity
H. Packard, Portland, Me will hate a copy sent to
;
tax, offer no little
A good teacher ought
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal ulacoant to the
to know which rules tie must use. which ones he
trade.
jau27 eodeowdfrwtt
must reject; he will avoid thus confusing the mind
of his
pupil On It the teacher of French birth aud
education can make a judicious selection.
Notice.
Here is the kev of the success of Prof. Henri DuEDWARD HAJiNAFOKD »«. .dmittrd »
coni.
The pupil know* he has with him a Kale guide
partner with me on January 1, 1863, aud the
iu all difficulties. What mast be the thoughts of a
name of the tiriu ia
student taking lessons of a teacher whose abilities he
doubts! Very likely those of a man employing two
tfc CO.
A. P.
or three hours a week iu throwing quarters into the
A. P. MORGAN.
sea.
IbbS—dlw*
Jan 19dtw

CR1AT CHICK

BARGAINS IBFURI

GOULD,

fuage

peculiar

Pair Columbia !

perplexity.

Copartnership

MU.

Trusses! Trusses ! Trusses!

SHOULD
dominal Supporters !

Hpruce

To be Let.

Associ’on

following

•*

Pine Shipping Borffdt

Two Is4*t.< of

THE

*•

Union

/

Wttntrf’

CITY

**

*•

FOR SALE & TO LET,

LBCTUR.E8.
SEW

••

**

w

MUSIC—^CHANDLia e PULL ORCHESTRAL BAND,
ty Dancing to commence at 81 o’clock.
feb3 d2w*

Mercantile

400 Bbls Stone

Bbl*. Arcade
Chicanaw
Aujrustm
"
'*

Wm. K. Rhodes.
of the Managers.
Positively no Tickets sold at the door.
iyTickets limited to the capacity of the Hall.
Gallery Ticket* 90 cents—for sale at R L. Robinson’*.under Lancaster Hall. No ticket* transferable.

HENRI

16.000 Acre* of Land— supposed to contain. on an average.about live thousand of stumpage to an acre, of spruce, hemlock and pine, beside*
much hard wood, aud a go d growth ot young,thrifty juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o< about
l’OCW) acres, with a good waterpower at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the
dam. about 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great adbv
the
flow
age.
vantage,
withdrawing
The Milfis but a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
land will be sold at an immense bargain to anv one
w ho has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For farther Information apply to Col. J. L. LawLEVI BARTLETT A CO.,
rence, or to
decl6dlaw8w
No. 2 I*ong Wharf. Boston.

OFFICE—No. 166 FORE STREET,

loti
6*1
5o
W

60,000 ** Cheap Pine Boards.
120,000 I'ine Clapboards—planed.
90/mn spfuee Clapboard*.
100,000 Extra Uedar 8hin*W s.
GEO F FOSTER,
By
At the head of Union Wharfs
• -a.
FonJand,
Dee. Hth, IMS.

A CAKD.

ABOUT

Head

TICKETS 01 50. to be had

B,SI,KIH **tv» Mealing Cora,
MSI, Ytotf.

nnn

fljnOfWfeet
25.010

yearly,

645 50
6,165 57

|
f

7

and it is hoped that all who attend will secure a Fancy Dress.
The prices for dresses will range from
01 00 upward*. Due notice will be given of the time
and place tor letting the dresses.
It Is also hoped that the MILITARY AXI) FIRE•
MEX will be well represented.
All those wishing for a Fancy Dreas will please
leave their names with the Managers at as early a
date a* possible.
#
No Masks will be worn in t' e Hall.

W. II.

SO*,

At Wbolfulc I

1*6.1.

Arrangements have been made with Curtis k Woodof Boston, to furnish any number
of “Character Dkkshm.” both inalt- and female,

J. H. B A RHKRK K,
Frank t». Rich,
J B. Racklept,
C. G. Harris,

AEEF,

96 Commercial Street

bury, Costumers,

Manager*.

L'

BM*. Western Sfe**
For *^e by
W H ,811 ATT Jc

com-

i
re-

<204,584

2,000

cl
HALL,

Tuesday Evening. Feb. 17th,

W'eaMra and Caaadi

«PM»« Meed Md Met* Beef.
BPBgfctg Sew HEKD8 C&AS#

*X

Purwonsflrld Nrninnrjr.

)

Resolve of the Legislature,
conformity
INapproved
January 31. 1863, proposals will be
this office until 5 o’clock P.
ceived

ASSETS.

hand uot deposited,
Interest money due. aud other
sets not above specified,

AT LANCASTER

Flour.
*f

mf'LUAU

»,

com-

Treasurer e> Office,
Augusta. Feb 4.1863.

Bank of Commerce stock, par value
850, market value
10,500 00
Globe Hank Mock, par $60, market
value 850,
26.000 00
Continental Hank Stock, par value
860. market value 850,
20,000 00
Northern Hank Stock, par <100,
market value <100.
15,000 00
Mechanic* A Manufacturers Bank
Stock, par <60. market value <60, 10.000 00
Lime Hock Hank, par value 850,
market value 860.
12.3U0 00
Merchants Hank, par value 850.
market value <60.
Amount due on Bond.
Ain’t due the Company on which
judgment ha** been obtained.
Bills Receivable lor Marine Premi-

DEE88

SL

Loan to III? State of .Haine.

Capital of said Company, actually paid up iu cash, is
8150,000
54.534

OR AND FANCY

Wounded

THE

The

^Portland, Dee

eodtd

~EDUC AT IONAL

Soldier*.

CAPITAL.

Flour,
TrL!!^/??^08

Libertt,

Armv Committee of the Portland
Young
Men’s Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christians, and to ail other beuevoleut persons of Maine, fur aid in carrviug out the
Christian Comims-ion. in ministering to the physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute'' its
store* by raeaus of Christian men, who go
among
•the soldier* without pay, and give personally to those
who ne«-d, accompanying such distributions
word*
by
of cheer aud religious counsel, Over seventy such
meu were on the battle-field in .Maryland,
all
doing
that Christian sympathy could devise tor the wounded and dying. Many a bra*e heart wan made to rejoice, and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murfreesboro,twentv-fbur men were despatched from the
various Young .Men’s Christian Associations, with a
large amount of store* for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set bv our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of bis doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of money, bibles, tracts, magazines, religions newspapers, clothing, or stores of anv kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to tlie
office of Dr. Walter R. Johnson, 229 j
Congress
street, two doors went of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may He assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy soldiers.
Henry H. Burgess, Andrew J. Chase. Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Kicker, Walter R. Johnson, Army Committ re of Young Men’s Christian Association.
feb4 2ra

The name of this Company is the Atlantic Fire and
Marine Insurance Company, incorporated in 1852,
aud located in the City ol Providence. Mateo! Rhode
Island.

flat day of Dec.

and

DANA * CO.

Jan >4 edislm

19 TICKETS 01.00; Galleries 60 cert*—may be
obtained of the Committee of Arrangements, or J
D Mitts, 112 Federal street.
ty-Music by CHANDLER’S FULL ORCHES-

AT NORTH

Help for the Siek

A LiO—

m BMs PICK LED HERRING.

Charles E. CarTe.

feb6

Lao,.-*

£*,r*

A modem

Evening Post,

Nassau Street,

-a

4,000 Boxes Extrx Scaled,
« »r*o Scaled.
J™
i,60U
Ao. 1,
9V ITABLE FOR CITY OR COUNTRY TRADE

Nelson,

1st Ass’t B. F. Nelson.
John D. Mitts.
Augustus Picket.

guished orators, vis:

New York.

correspondent
crat gives the height of several stations on the
Grand Trunk Railway, above the level of the
sea, as follows: Lillie Androscoggin river at
Danville Junction, 27fi feet; South Paris station, 396 feet; Great Androscoggin at Bethel
stating), 632 feet; Gorham, N. H., statiou, 802
feet; Glen House, 1632 feet; Mount Washing-

ou

eneei,

WEEKLY EVENING POST

of the Oxford Demo-

the

1.00

An extra copy will be sent to
any person who
sends us a club of twenty and over.

economy in all mat-

A

on

10.00

mouth,

One copy, one year,
Two copies, one year,
Five copies, oue year,
Ten copies, oue year,

ent year is $46,210 75—less for fines aud costs
$1,500—estimated amount to he raised by a
tax, $44 ,710 75. Last year the County tax was
$53,000. The Commissioners seem to have

The Surplus

*11.00

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST

expenditures, including the payment of $42,500 for temporary loans, were $85,561 90
Balance ill the treasury $12,023 92.
There
are outstanding
County taxes, uncollected,
amounting to $25,255 36. The outstanding
liabilities amount to $41,740 03, leaving a balance against the
County of $4,400 75. The
County debt—bonds not matured, with semiannual interest coupons attached, dated
July
1st, 1857,- is $108,000; of which $6,001) is. payable the 1st day of July of each year, until the
whole is paid. The estimate of money necessary to be raised for a County tax for the pres-

On the

oue

year, delivered by carrier,
year, wat by mail,

Tt Pttft/i dA..//

The annual report of the Commissioners for Cumberland County for the
year 1862,
shows the receipts, including a
temporary loan
of $42,:S64 25, to have been $1)7,585 82.
The

they

one
one

BOXES MAGDALEN,
suitable for Watt India mark#*,

*)'

EF*Dancing to commenee at 8 o'eloek.

part,

stability.

rigid

Win. Strong,

landing

KHIPFlftCj HKRUnti.
‘2 nnn
” n

Augustus Picket,
Andrew Nelson.

Leonard Fennel!,
W'm Heunessy,

new

feta d3w

Floor Manager*.

Capt.
Sec’y

now

CHASE HR.rriiERS k CO.,
Widgery's Wbarf.

TRAL BAND.

War against Treason.
chiefly, however, at being a Good

One copy,
One copy,
One copy,

by

•»Je

Committee of Arrangement*.
Win. Strong,
Chas. E. Carle,

Matanias,

New NoIntM's,
~

HALL.

1st Ass't B. F
John I>. Mitts.

by

Hared Molaatea.

crop,
from

HIID8. NEW CROP MOLASSES,
per Brig "Demararg.” now landfbg, for
JOHN LYNCH * CO.

inn
t
A'

-AT-

Ill.tory

dustry

exercised the most
ters of expense.

Godwin.

NewsIn It. column, will be found a
complete
of the War, all important Political or
State
Document, entire. Proceeding, of Legislative Bodies
Summaries of European Intelligence, and new, from
all
of the world, accurate report, of financial
and commercial matter,, trustworthy I
orrespondence. and a carefully .elected Literary Mi«cellany,
comprising Poetrv, Review, of New Work,, with
liberal extract,, Tale,, Poetry,
GoMip, and Anecdote,—the whole forming an excellent
variety, in
which every reader will discover aomething to hi,
taste.
faper

raw

some

Bryant and Parke

The Evening Post, now in the sixtv-first
year of
Ita existence, is a journal
thoroughly devoted to the
principles of Freedom, and is candid, fearless and independent in the expression of its sentiments. It
holds to the great doctrines of a strict construction
of the C onstitution,
Economy in Government, no political jobbery, houest men for office, the
Suppression
ol the Slave Power. Free Soil and Free
Speech; and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous
prosecution of the

It aim.

and Civic

Thundny Evening, Feb. 19th, 1M63,

C*pt. Leonard Peunel),
Sec’y Wm. ileunessy,

J Hrrperinr

)

Ktln,?’'r'

feb31w

BALL!

LANCA8 T EH

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.
William Cullen

audfor side

--OX-

f

®Tres.
noi*.

(IRANI)

Firemen’s, Military

Freedom.

S

....

WILL OlVK A

1801.

Independent,
Fcarless^Uvocate of

and

America.aud be the sole dispenser of the products of the New World. We see now by sad
experience how precarious is the fate of an in-

Cash

Nkw York. Feb. 6.
Cotton- heavy;
dling uplands.

A

There will not be wanting people who will
ask you why we go to lavish men and
money
for he establishment of a
regular government
in Mexico. In the present state ol the civilization of the world, the prosperity of America is not a matter of indifference to
Europe,
for it is she who feeds our manufactories and
gives life to our commerce. We have an interest in this—that the
republic of the Uulted
States be powerful and
prosperous; but we
have none in this—that she should seize
possession of all the Mexican Gulf, dominate

Dm from Agents,
Cash in Hank*,

New York Market.

Nicatagua,.

Washington, Feb. 0.
The correspondence submitted to the Senate
in response to the resolution, shows that our
Miuister at Japan acquiesced in tile request
that that government have certain war vessels
built in the United States, receiving the request as a compliment to the mechanical fame
of this country. The only obstacle to carrying
out the request was that the military necessities of our own at present forbid t he easting of
armament for said vessels, as all the foundries
are needed to
supply our own wants. Our
Minister was instructed,however, to state that
bis action ill the matter was of an entirely unofficial character.
The stolen ceriflcatc* of indebtedness have
been recovered by the
Secretary of the Treasury and are now in the possession of the government, amounting to two millions and a half.
Commander Brashear has been ordered to
the Pensacola Navy Yard.

THE EVENING POST.
(ESTABLISHED

New Molasses.

‘2*11

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

of Price.

war:

um*,

Michigan Southern guaranteed.104J

<

her quarrel is with
If she would make Mex-

MERCHANDISE.

PRO BONO PI MLICO.'’

Portland.

suffered,

<6Sj,

Various Items.

ranama,.184

to be built

Change

Washington may not resent it but
help regarding tile change with jealous
suspicion. A significant letter from thd'Einperor Napoleon to Gen. Forey, commanding
the French forces in Mexico, has
just been
published in an official yellow book. The following extract developes the motive of the

Reported Blockade Runner.

Xr.w York, Feb. 6.
A Bermuda paper of the 27 th ult. has been received. It contains no news, other than the
fact that the steamer Princess Royal, since
captured by our blockaders, arrived at St.
(Jeorges, and was announced to sail ou the
27ill lor Xew York.
The British steamer Pearl arrived at Barbados 30th, in want of coal. It is believed
she intends to run the blockade.
Brig Wilhelmiua, at St. Thomas 18th ult.,
spoke the pirate Alabama loth, in lat. 26 45,
Ion 62 25.
Nothing confirmatory of the capture of the
pirate Florida has been received from Havana.

“

PROSPECTUS.

French province however, the Govern-

u

promises

Buffalo, Feb. 6.|

Recovery of the Stolen

be

Atlantic Firs* and XI urine Inn. Co.,

the Terns Frontier.

Japanese War Vessels

longer

no

ENTERTAINMENTS.

1UH6 3.

cannot

Fortress Monroe, Feb. 5.

to

of

'

ment at

Reported Rebel Raid

Monterey,

Expedition for the Invasion
Arizona and New Mexico.

Mounted Mexican*

the

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

Ho Good* to be Shipped from Hew York
West Indie* without the consent of
Government.

OF UNION
TEXAS.

policy
question, totally at
traditional policy of the

the Southern States.

anooali uri-Svala slliou Iasi datiui

TREATMENT

in

a

The government of Mexico is
no longer to be entrusted to the Mexicans. If
France chooses to announce, that
will

Marine Disasters

The British gunboat Kiualdo has arrived at
Cotton Goods from Khanghac.
Havana from Galveston, .bringing an extra o(
the Houston Telegraph of the 23d, containing
an account of the capture off Sabine Pass of
MARINE DISANTERS.
the federal brig Morning Light and an unknown schooner, on the 21st, by an exoedition
from Magruder's fleet. The billowing is the
Sax Fraxcisco, Feb. 5.
rebel dispatch contained therein:
The harks Tamanden and Kanagawa, from
Sabine Pa**, on board C. S. gunboat Bril,
Japan, has arrived, with dates to Jan. 3d.
Jan. 21.—Captain—We met the enemy this
The Emily Bantling, from Shnnghae, with
morning in the Gulf of Mexico, whipped them dates to Dec. 9th has arrived. She brings 700
and brought everything to Sabine Pass. I
hale* ol drillings and shirtings from China and
fought him ten guns to our one. We have the advices that hereafter our market will be
two
one
a
full
vessels,
captured
rigged ship liberally supplied with Cotton goods from that
and the other a schooner, and twelve guns,
quarter. Three large ships took cargoes qf
naval stores, ammunition in abundance, and I cotton from
Japan lor England during Deb.
one hundred and nine prisoners.
I am here
The quality was rather inf rior hut tine. At
waiting further orders.
Hong Kong there was a fair business doing in
7). M. Watkins, Major Commanding.
black tea for the United States at easier rates.
To Capt. E. P. Turner, A. A. G.
Sugar was higher. Bark Lucky Star was lost
on
the
4th
Magrtider
Nov. 30.
proclaimed Galveston
to
but
Bell
issued
a
Coin.
commerce,
open
Tlie hark Emily C. Starr, (’apt. Sargent, ha*
ou
llic
20th
Galveston.
not tieen heard from since leaving Japan in
proclamation
declaring
Sabine Pass and the whole coast of Texas
the middle of October.
under actual blockade, and warning all vessels i
from trading, under a penalty of capture.
FROM BERMUDA.
The weather ut Havana has been uuitecold.

Trade through
Mexico.

rnmtfc^intcmplates
jrPxihnn

with the

dealing

MISCELLANEOUS.

be doubted that the Em-

flllibnstering

abating.

Rebel

tMger

United Slates.

New Yoke, Feb. 6.
Nkw York, Feb. 0.
noanoKe, iroui .New Orleans |
A bill was introduced in tbe New York leg28th and Havana 31st, arrived at 8.30 this
islature to-day, to prevent the hanks of the
evening.
State selling specie above par during the time
New Orleans news is very meagre.
of the suspension of specie payments; making
Col. Denning sailed for New Vork on the
void all contracts for the sale or purchase of
steamer North .Star, on the 28th.
specie, and prohibiting loans on specie, under
The Delta says that accounts from the rebel
a penalty of the forfeiture of the bank charter.
army at Port Hudson and elsewhere, show the
A Washington dispatch states that it is bemost wretched state of affairs among them,
lieved that some measures will be adopted by
the men only being kept from mutiny by
Congress to prevent the further speculation in
promises of peace within ninety days.
specie, consequent upon the depreciation of
the
rebels
is
rather
Conscriptions among
curreucy.
dangerous, as over twenty conscription officers government
The Washington Star ol last evening says
have lieeu shot while endeavoring to raise
Gen. Burnside after giving evidence before the
men.
court martial which summoned him there will
There is nothing reliable relative to the pigo to Chicago and thence • Providence, where
rate Alabama or Florida.
It was rumored that
lie will remain until the expiration of his leave
the Alabama received four shots from the
of absence, when lr- will take the Held.
and
that
she
had
arrived at Port
Hatteras,
The same paper has a rumor that Stuart's
she
took
whence
her
KoyaUamaica,
prisoners,
cavalry made a raid in the vicinity of Accoliuk
and where she will stop three days to re|mir.
Bridge, gobbling up a federal regiment. The
An Havana letter of the 31st contains Vera
Star regard it as a canard.
Cruz dates of the 24th, but there was nothing
of great importance. The Beige trains were
still at Vera Cruz, without which the French
FROM CALIFORNIA*
do not hoite to take Puebla. The small pox is

Vn

pero^Wthe

variance with

ne .steamer

Rebel

Indefatigable Express Agent, met with an accadent yesterday. In juinpiug from his pung
his foot slipped on the ice and he fell, striking
hit forehead, inflicting an ugly wound ami
rendering him insensible for a short time. He
was taken into the apothecary shop of Messrs.

not one

Bebel Account of the Capture of Federal
Vessels at Sabine Pats.

may Judge
splendid one they liuve

Accideht.—Mr. George fl. Farnhum, the

attendiug

FRENCH AFFAIRS IN MEXICO.

we

yet given.

napolis.

Proceedings of the New York Legislature
on the sale of Specie.

witnessed

Messrs. Curtis &

Boston next week to make a selection of character dresses already ordered. In addition to
this, dresses will be to let at the hall sometime
daring the coming week. Secure your tickets, which are limited, early, If you contem-

plate going, as

Reported at Port Royal,
Jamaica.

the

Boston, will supply
character dresses at reasonable rates, and probably many will avail themselves of this opportunity, although several very rich and elegant
dresses are being made in this city for the occasion. We are glad to see thitl tickets can be
had only of the managers; for by this arrangement the party will be composed only of those
of good character, and nothing vulgar or improper will he allowed. The affair promises
well of beiug the most novel and entertaining
party ever gotten up in our city, and the large
and respectable list ol names already down
for a fancy dress is a sufficient guaranty of
Its complete success.
The managers visit

Chashe

Officers Shot.

a

and if we mistake not there will be

finest

exceeding $114,000 per

annum, was concurred in.
Private bills were considered.
The Illinois ship canal bill was considered,
but without taking action the House amounted.

dresses to be worn, and quite a rivalry lias
sprung up among them—one to outdo t le other:

not

MONROE.

Released Union Prisoners bound for An-

Nailing of

9 o’clock

Saturday morning.

F^pTREIH

Portland Daily Press.

to

testimony, the Court adjourned

PROM

MORGAN

I

R1SI!

STEAMBOATS._

POKtftY._
Blackwood's Magazine for December.

From

The Engine Driver

to

Port lit ml :ih<! Vw York Stfamm.

Engine.

hit*

SEM1WKEKLY

AIR—“THE IfcwV HOME.”
Fut
The

coal

vour

fire.

tear from Canton Square, to beat the swift
south wind,
we tattle along the North*West Rail, with the

So off

we

_

An

special trai» Dehind

along, crash along, sixty miles
Right through old England*ib*c

Dash

an

hour!

*Skv&tfoms’&su*:

P<»*» *<> wildly

UltttL trtin
,bwt*
trooping bv,
While one by one the milestones run, and off behind
of

us

fly!

Like foaming wine

it fires my blood to see your light-

ning speed.Arabia's race ne'er matched your pace, my gallant
\i atcatnboru treed!
Wheel along, squeal along, sixty miles au hour!
Right through old England flee!
For I am bound to fee my love.
Faraway is the North Couutrie.
■

old George Stephenson! let his fhme
My blessing
fbrever last ;
For he was the mao that found the plan to make you
t-uu so fast;
Mis arts was strong, bis bead wms long, he knew not
nor fvar;
think of him it makes me proud that I am
on

Tile

engineer!
Tear along, flare along, sixty miles
Bight through old England flee !
M

an

hour!

For X ant bound to see

my love.
Fay
away iu the North Couutrie.
}
■*

i f
Thames and Trent are far behiud,and evenfbg’s
shades are come;
Before my eyes the brown bills rise that guard my

Now

true love's home:
Even now she stands, my own dear lass! beside the
I
;
cottage door.
And she listens fbr tbe whistle Sunn, and the blast-

pipe's rattling ruar.
Roll along, bow) along, sixty miles an het/r!
Right through old England flee!
For I am bound to see my love.
At home in the North

Couutrie.

splendid and

The

w.

_

your fbroc, my iron horse, with limbs that
sever tire!
best of oil shall feed your joints, and the best of

forth

^^ITOand

fast

Steamships

4^y4 WltLETT,
Captain

“PARK EiiSB URH,”

p-^ilWiaraQl Hoffmab.

will, until farther notice,
tbllows:
Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY. at 4 P. M.. and loaf* Pier
0 North Uiyor, New York, evert WKDNK8DAY'
and
at 3 o’clook, P. M.
Those vessels are titled tin with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe ami
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage •6,00, including Fare and Stale
Rooms.
Good* forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Qu* Ih*«, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Ka*tport aud St.
John.
Shippers an* requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KM HjRY k VOX. Brown** Wharf, Portland.
II. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec. 6.18 2.
run as

SATURDAY,

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly Mail Line.
ONE of the following first-class, pewerSteamers;

IIIBF.KNI AN. NORTH

’TlTTTT A M KKICAN, N( >R W KOI AN. JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from (juvbeeevery Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
th United state* mail*, evefjr Friday* at 1 JijDbM
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or <i)»KON:
Third Cla,*. S86. Kir,I Cla,,. $77 to *92—aacotdinir
to uroiumndatiDti.'-.whtcti include, ticket, mi Grand
i *
TrunkHaflwar.
KrepAiil and return ticket! iwued at reduced ratea.
ExcUrrion ticket, to the world-. Fair, out add
back, $186.
Apply to Kdmonatone. Allan fc t o Montreal,or to
J.I.FARMRR.
No M EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23,1862.

JPassengers

<

_MISCELLANY.

An
1U t»c

for the

Press to February 4.

atiditienad duty *d
m lesuui on sui mer-

iHtfy

he V m.

chanwise not imported di first Sort, 1862... 14 @16
rcct from the place if p roI run*
duct ion or growth.
l>uty Pip and Stamp 94,
A »h« *.
liar not exceeding 860
1 hit\f: 10 f*C ad cal.
t»n value 817 V ton, exl'eart V
to* 818,
&>: ceeding f6o
l-ot.-8; li'Sx than i tnck thick or
more than 7 inches u idet
Applet.
(irei n
SlieoA

t>bbl_lMfel

rounds less than i inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
Uw than 1 *n*ti >nr mote
than 4 inches sung re 820,
Itail rogd fit no, boiler
amt Platt 826 t* ton.
Sheet ‘1" 2*C p fh and
83u/& p ton%jp

*V

4* It).
onav it).»•§«]'
UjjXM Vlb.

<

nrcml.

d

'*■
$»e.
|» 100 lbs.. SO
.15
(© Dj
Ship
Cracker* per bbl.. ,SM4
CtaMbrrftrV lU* 35 *Vx.- L'ammo*
•*

Dutyt

Pilot

Butler*
Ihitu 4c

HOTELS.

.4j*%4*

Family 1Mb.22 rg.24c Norway.74® 8
Store.16 (Silo Caul Steel.26 @27

Certiian Steel.
1»> @17
Bcnna*
Marrow |> boah9237«>S 63 EnglblifBli*Steel. 10 @20
13
pea.2 62(0.2 81
Blue Pod.2 37^2 02 Sheet Iron, Eug). .6 @ 7
Sheet Iron,Russia.18 @21
( ntidlra.
Duty Sperm and War Rc, do lias im*t.. 18]@15
hard.
St wine be, Tallow 2|c
D lb.
Barrel, |* lb.11 @111

The Ladies at

Portland.

the Western frontiers, aud had there acquired, in addition to his natural candor and
simplicity, the habit of speaking his mind freely, regardless of circumstances. The Major
Was one of President Polk's suite, aud had par
ticipated in all the festivities of the tour. For
tome reason or other the ladies of Portland,
Maine, had eclipsed all the other ladies of all
the other cities in the estimation of the honest
Major, whether because their white dresses
were whiter, their gay ribbons gayer, and their
bright eyes brighter than those of the other
damsels, could never tie satisfactorily determined. Arrived at Trenton, the Presidential
party proceeded in procession to the Slate
House, aud sat down to a Ixiuutil'ul repast, the
lad it* looking upon the diners from the galleries around the bail. Dinner over, toasts aud
speeches were in order, and at last Major Swas called upon to respond to the ever welcome and standard venison, “The ladies, God
on

CENTRAL HOUSE,
Proprietor.
G. Mayo,
FAS8ADUMKEAO, MAINE.
THE subscriber would very respectfully announce to his numerous friends, ami the
[public generally, that during the temporary
suspension of his business he
has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customer*. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he lias
K. G. MAYO.
hitherto received.
dftwtf
1'assadumkeag. June 23,1862.

[compulsory
hopes

BLiCKfVTORB HOUSE,
181 Hakovkk Sthkkt.Bosiov.

Formerly

MantUm

—conducted on
the
plan. The subscriber has
above llouse, and newly furnished it
throughout. The House is now open to the public.
A. I*. MOKHl.SON, Proprietor.
dec27

European

“ELM

HOUSE.”

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he ha* leased the above House,
Federal Street, Portland,
id invites
the travelling community to call and see if

I 1 11 E
on

I

be knows “how to keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the Inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasarc call them to the “Forest City.’*

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dtl
Portland, Aug. 19. 1862.

bits* them!”

HOTEL,

HATH

Major would rather have faced a flaming battery than made a speech, but in the
The

By C. M. PLUM M K

ft

Mould p lb.18Jc<»14 Kegs,
lb.ij@llfc
Sperm.32 '§>35 l.rnthrr.
(hfCM.
Thity 30 |>c adral.
NcW York, light 3»> ®32c
butg 4c 1> lb.
do. md. wu.. 32 @33
Vermont 1* lb ...11 ^12
do. heavy.32 a 33
Country
C

o«l-(Retaft.)

2>w< 1/
es

From 7<r.

Tiyvinc-

fees. Other foreign Hi-

do. Slaughter. 34 @88
Amor. Calfskins .81 @ HI
.Sl ier Wax Loath.10 ® 20

Lend.
5110, all othtow,
kinds 60c
\l>uty Pig l|c O lbAm.
Cuiaberl’d i>tou.5l0@
Pig ** 100 lb.*1*4® 10
......

foreign Pig...... .y]@

1^

Clove*

51.

10

and 8 inch cast iron

11 ltd. S books... 1 36a 1 60

10ft 16

do. Muscovado 35 ft38
New Orleans.
Portland Syrup, hhds..27
do.
bbl*.. 3)

Nails.
Duty: CWlc. Wrought2c,
Bi-Carb
Assorted
He p It*.
Hoot,
l.iffuortce
Soda, Caustic Sofia lc ( ask... 85 00 cash.
Castor tHI 50c p gal.
Nnrnl Store*.
Morphine 82 Pox., Al Duty Turpentine., Rosin,
urn G*»c p errt., Copperas
Pitch. 7Vir20 pc >td rat.,
S. Turpentiur 16c p yd.
5«»c P art.. Muriatic Ac
id Id pc ad rot., Spong- Tar (foreign)p bbl.fll'a 14
es.
Assafatida. Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) 84ft 4*
glass Flor Sulph ur. Sen- Korin.18 <520
na, Arrotrrofd, (linsevr, Turpentine Pgal 3 ]t%320
20 Pc. Bleaching Pore
Oakam.
drm 30c p cvt.. Sagr Duty
Free.
5fte p cvt., Sal Sfxlaansi American.81® 91
Soda Ash \c P lb. Crud*
Oil.
Brimstone 83 and Hol> Duty Sperm, IVhole and
do. 8*3 p ton, Alcohol ¥x
other Fish Oils of for*
P nal
eign fisheries 20 f»c ad
Alum p lb. 4 (ffi 5<
va/., Linseed, J/umjiseed
Aloe*.30 (* 33
and Rnprseed23c p go/.,
Arrow Root.17 ®40
Olive 23c.
Salad 60c,

f‘A[iplause

THE

••

Pension*,

**

1

—

J

■

—0

SOZODONT

New Elenie.lficfi 22
Stnrrh.
Lemons, p box £2 « 3 fhity 20 |»c ad ral
3 Of
Oranges —Messina
7)
Raisins,
Potato.Si® 4
Blue pcask.16*516 ! Shot -|> 100lbs
* 10
Black .£« a 10 l>ron.#111 in 12
Bunch P box. 876a8 871
12a 12 )
Laver.3 87 a 4 0*
Soap.
Dates.7 aM>< I Duty 85 |>c ad ral.
i
Prunes.8 ja 10 J Leatheft tiore's, TrowFlour—Portland insp 1 bridge ft Smith’s ExSuperfine.£7 255 7 5f traNn l*»|b. .9J *; 9»
Fancy.7 50*7 7fl Family do.8k® 8) !
Kxtra.8 00a. R 2f iNo. 1.7 @
Family.8 6058 7f Eagle No. 1.6j® 6)
Extra Superiors 005to of
5)
Western extras 8 12a8 8“ Castile.16L3174
family .8 25 q9 Of
'superiors 375 9 Of ; Spires.
Ohio extra.. .8 50 a 8 7.f Du tv
C,inger Boot 5c,
famil y. 9 005 9 2fi
ilround t/inger 8c, PepCanada sii|>erNo.l none.
per and Pimento 12c,
Cloven 15c, Cassia 10c,
StI.oni»FavBrandsl0)5 11
Southern 111.do do.lo«10»
Cassia Hurls 20c. t'innamon
25c. Mare and NutPetapscoFamily. .11(5)111
.4 5) 4)
Rve Flour.
megs 80c p lb.
Corn Meal.4)« 4i Cassia |> lb .45 ®47c
Buckw’t Fl’r p
Clovo*..35 *80
firaiu.
(Huger, (Race)_30 *32
Duty fV>m and Oats 10c. <i in ger. (Africa) 30 *32
Rue and Rar/eg 16c, and Maoe.88 *90
Wheat 20c P 6m. From Nutmegs.93 ®95
Mr. Provinces free.
Pepper. 27 428
Rve.9r*j£l 00 Pimento.23 <®26
Oats.66 5 58
Seeds.
South Yel. Corn lo3«106 Duty Linseed 16c
hu.,
Corn, Mixed_1 0051 06 Canary #1 |> bu., MusBarley.10651 20 tard 3c V lb.
Shorts p ton.
.£23 526 Herda ti rasa.#288® 3
Fine Feed .27 @30 Western |CIover.. 1U a 12)
Red Top.#3 aj 3
Grinrfatuuea.

Pearl.6)®

|»UCk.

Standard

SCALES.
These celebrated Scales

are

still made bv the

l

orig-

BY thkji.) and tie o#n
.fjWlb*nf$s,44P*!»ojn.f
•fan?
receiving all the improvements wuicb their

y

lOMSKjicrit'iiec and skill

can

FOR CLEANSING

suggest.

A

Star.5)4
[Crane’s.9 ®9j

PRESERVING THE

TwP$ tkte corral in principle, thoroughly made,
mf the beet nuiteriaU, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in opera! urn.
T f \\
si
t
__

For sale,Liev^ry variety, as
H»y, Coni anil Rnilrond Scale* I
BCTCHEHS', Gncw KUH
DRUGGISTS', CQN» Lt IKjM.n.v *ud GOLD
,

IS C A

^

Ji: s !

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.
«.

With

a

complete variety

of

WeiGftMfi APPARATUS,
—

BT

—

i'H:

corutraf Battery march Street,

1'oRton.

t.
_

Bold in fo|*l*mt ky '^UV «
*e26

MW

ViMIIIV

«

Hreath, imparting adelightfully
rtfcashing taste and feeling to the mouth, removing
ail Tartar, Scurf, and other impurities, use of Tobiu'co, &c., from the teeth, t ton jt fetch/ arresting the
progress of dcatu/, and whitening such part* as have
already become blackened bv decay. The Sozodout
Is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other impuri*
the

ties which could have the least

injurious etfect

on

the

enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care
aud scientific skill from a combination of materials—

ingredient of which is well known to have a
beueficial effect on the Teeth and Hums.
One trial of the Sozodont will convince the most
skeptical that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.
A convenient, safe,
efficacious Dentifrice—one that
should be iu the ponsessiou of
every one who cares
for the preservation of his teeth.
ovary

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,
118 MitahTmin

•»l«Vllial^

niKJFVIXG

WAfERROUSE.

Now' used and recommended

NOTICE.
Internal Revenue StamiM,
A FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
my office.No. 92 Commercial strpet; and tlie
public wflrmf dJrpocMawwe them ou and alter thia
fidtM, (January 1, 1863.)
Wliau sold in sums luss than one dollar, paysient
required iu Postal Currency.
Office Hourb-9 to 12* A. M ; 2 to 4J P. M.
NATll'L J MILLER, Collector
dtf
1st District State of Maine.

by mauy of the most
Divines, Dentist*. Physicians, Chemists,
emdscientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists ereryu'here at 50 cents
per bottle.
eminent

H.

H. HAY,

Junction
A

(.ENT

of'

DRUGGIST,

Free ami Miilil/c

COE

Street,,

PORTLAND,

ME.

Sold iu liatu by Dr. 8. Axonusox & Sox.
IIA LI. h UIJCKEL,
ft*U2 ood8m*
Sole Agents, New York.

...

...

lb.3jc54*

..

j

Linsoed.3 4
Duty Rough—free.
Hough, p ton. .". .£20526 Canary.3} a 4
Dressed.35,n40
Sugar.
(tNupowdrr.
Duty Me/ado2r,nof)ahore
Duty Valued at less than No. 12 2)c, ahore No. 12
20c p lb 6c. over 20c 6c ami not above 15 8c,aleu e
No. 15 and not above 20
p th and 2*) Pc ad rat.
Blasting.£4*5 6
8)c. above No. 20 and reRifle and Sporting 6}@ 7i
fined 4c f» lb.

If ay.
Presss’d

Cortland A.none.

do.
A A.10|®>
p net T.£14 @16
do.
Yellow.
Loose.16 516
none.
and
Skins.
Extra
Yellow.none.
Hfdea
du-»c<»vado. 11*11
Duty 10 pc ad ral
do.
iu bond.9 « 19
B A Hide#.30 n 31
Western. 21 5 22 Havana Brown. 11 »* 12)
do.
64-ct
White.
13 * 14
Hides..
Slaughter
74c,
Calfskins.11518 S'ew Orleans.12 a 14
r’rushed. 15 J Vi 15)
Calcutta Cow—
Slaughtered.. .19052 10 irauulatcd.16i alal
Green Salt.1 860(200 f’owdured.16 j ;^16)
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.9f>@ £lf Tal low.
8hecp Pelts, Dry ,76@1 0<> Duty Tallow l |>c, Soap

Farmington.
le«ve

HortU;id
Angiuta at 1.00 r M.,
coaiiMtiM with
Amrum**?,, Iraia* At
Wick for LewisGiU. Livermore Falla, Wiiton and Far"uj.Kt»4; andat Augujta a ith fh7{tonitlU, * Kenr
Waforrllhs Kmdall g Mills and.Vl"
.Skowhegan ; and at heud all's Min.
with the Penobscot A henuctxN Uadroad fur BamPittsfield, Newport aud Bangor.
| ham.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, AjidrOacoggin. and Somerset
A Kennebec Uopda.
For Bangor aud Stations on the Penobscot A Kenj nebCc Railroad, passeugers will purchase tickets to
f,,r R,ih ,nd
IIk

Kendall's Mills.

Stages leave
aet, Dauumscotta. Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
ana Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., Of on arrival of of timin frotfnPortland.
B. U. CUSHMAN,
Manager

aud

Augusta. Nov. 15, 18d2.

Super! u tend eat.
novl8

Dn and after Monday, November 10,
will leave aa follows, until farther

orders:

f°r 1>ortl“d at 6 36 aud ® 16 A- M- •»<*
3 30 P
I>eave Portland for Saco River at S.00 A. M.. and
2.00 and 5 16 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
cars attached.
dailv for South WindStage* connect at
ham. Windham Centre and Great Falls
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Staudish,
Steep
Falls. Baldwin, Hiram, Limington,
Brownfield,

Saocarappa

"Through

tickets

County

STATEMENT

u

THE

lit-toft

MARINE

Railway

physician

THE

promptly

EYE Sc EAR

culiarly

WATER!

_

Spike*

supply

*’

>T,ATHANIKL

••

•*

•*

\LEXANDER

Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into

by a small glass tube, which, together with
Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
Tuber d Cent*.
H. H. HAY aud W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
Agents.
HRS. H.CJ. BROWN, Proprietor,
nor 13 ddm
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
the

ear

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

the

TIIKOCOII TICKETS
NEW YORK. Ull I LA DELPHI A, BALTIMORE .lid WASHINGTON, uml to all part, ot
the WEST and SOUTH »nd NORTH WENT, »i«. all
the moat popular mutt* uml at the lotrrtt Button
W. D. LITTLE. Ageut.
ratrt, for aale hy
office 81 Exchange St.
Out. 2.
Utf
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Females, Weakly Person* and Incalhls

«*

WINTER arrangement.

Remedy

|!

pnreiuiABS’ c*«.

>>

9

Vork 4c lumbrrland Railroad.

FROM

!,

pon

For

9

C'OWmtC’TIOWa.
Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., lb* WiacaaSTAOK

Or© 10 inch trial gun is to be made of warm or cold
blast charcoal iron, to be cast hollow and cooled from
Fryebarg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, BrMgton,
the interior, and to have a
tenacity of metal of not
Ac., Ac,
less than 80,000 pounds per square inch, to be deterAt Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
AND
mined by testing specimens taken from the sinking
South Limington. Limington, Ac., Ac.
head of the gun. and from a cylinder cast from the
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
same heat, and from metal of the same
quality as that
Ossipec, New held, Parsonsti'eJd, Effingham,! reedom,
from which the gun is cast. This cylinder is to be
Madison, Eaton, Y iiuington, Cornish, Y’orter, Ac.
cast on vi d, in dry sand mould*.and'!* to lie 72 inches
uov 13
dan Carpenter, snp't.
high, with an elliptical base of 24 inches greater and
Id incIk** lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the gun head, aria slab.
ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
Rev C. A BUCKBEK.
4j inches thick, from
the cylinder by planes parallel to. and equi-distant
Treasurer Am rican Bible Uniont N. 7. Ciy,
from the axis of the cylinder, aud the leaser axis ol
writes:
I very cheerfully add my tqatlmony to
SI MMER ARRANGEMENT.
the bale.
that of nuraemtu friend* to the great va’oe of Mrs.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
8. A Allen s World s Hair Restorer and ZylobalsaOn and after Monday, May 6, 1*3,
furnish the ammunition, and prove the t< ial gun,
iD'im
?sBC!3Mirr*i,lS will leave Portland for Lewiston
which must be ready for trial a.* soon as possible, and
Rev WM CUTTER, N Y City:
and
hair
Is
changed
Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
My
not later than three months from the date of the conto Its n ttural color, and growing on bald spot.”
Leave Farmington for I^ewiston, Bath and Porttract. No contract will be given, nor will the trial
Rev J. II C ORNELL, N Y. City: “I procured it
via Brunswick, at 9.16 A M
land,
gun bo paid for, uules* it shall endure a proof of 100(1
for a relative
Leave I/ewiston for Batli aud Portland via BrunsThe falling of tho hair stopped, nod
rounds, with serv ice charge* of powder, of which 2»#
r«*t>red it from being grey to its natural aud >eanwick at 11 45 A M
rounds will be with solid shot, and 800 rounds with
tiful color.”
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewisshells. The testing i* to Ik* done free of charge to tht
Rev J WEST, Brooklyn. L I
ton.
“I will testify to
but ho will be required to furnish
rontiactor,
their value in the in *s| liberal sense
proper
•TAG* <'ONSECTION#.
They hat a
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storrestored ray hair where it was bald, and, where
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursage tor ammunition, a butt in w hich the
grev, to it* original color”
and
w ill l»e embedded and saved, and
days
Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
the requisite force
Rev A WEBSTER, B .-ton. Mass
MI hare used
and Dixfleld; returning opposite davs.
for handling aud tiling the guns. All the cannon arc
them with great efT-tct. I aia now neither bald
leaves
North Jay for Fast Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
Stage
to be made of the same
quality of iron as that of the
nor grey,
lfy hair wa* dry and brittle ; it is now
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
trial gun. and the Ordnance Department is to have
»
soft as in youth.”
the right to test the iron during the process of fabrireturning opposite days.
Rev. H V. DEv*EN\ Boston, Maas
That they proStage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
cation of the cannou, tor which
the foundet
mote the growth of tho hair where baldness is, I
Portland and Kingfleld, on Wednesday# and Saturis to furnish, free of charge, at purpose
least one specimen
have the evldeuce of my own eyes."
from the head of each cannon, and slabs from cylindays. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Aron
ders, a* Indore described, at the option of the DeBold by Druggists throughout the World
and Phillips.
partment, uot to exceed one for every ten cannon.
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,
Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Each cannon is to endure the regular proof aud inPortland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portspection for guns of the sam** calibre; and none arc
land Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Snp’t.
to l>e *-eceived or paid for but such a* are approved
afler ins(*ertion and proof, which will be received at
Farmington May 6, 1*3
june23dtf
i the foundry where made. Hidden will state the numbers and calibers of the camion they propose to furnish on the foregoing specification* and conditions
the place where they are to be made; the time of commencing delivery and the rate of delivery per month
thereafter, and the price per pound or
gun. foi
Notie* to Wood nnd Lumber Merthe finished cannon.
No bids will be entertained
chant*.
unless from founders
engaged in the business. evidence of w him must accompany the bid.
dec 10 eodfcw6m2S
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
NoYf-mbrr Dt, 1*3. to May lit, IMS. tbe
the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be de[Copyright secured.]
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumbci
li vvrvri at that time. Each party obtaining a contract
and timber will be advanced V> per cent.
will be inquired to enter into bonds, with proper suNo fire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
reties. for its faithful fhlfilnient; and a transfer of tin
1*3. and May 1st. IMS.
contract to another party w ill cause its entire forfeit
FOR FEMALES.
An advance in the rates of Are wood will take plact
ure.
Bidders w ill be required to file with their hirii
next summer, but iu consequence of change* In tin
a bond in the penal sum of not less than
88(1.000
DR. MATTISONS INDIAN KM U KNAG OGLE.
arrangement for conducting the wood business. whict
signed by not les- than two persons, conditioned tha1
are about to be made, the Company will not be abb
This celebrated Female Medicine,
if the bid is accented, the bidder shall comply wit!
to take Are wood from certain place* on tbe line. •«
his proposal, and faithfully ami fblly perform wha
pn**4>xsing virtues unknown of anythat should any partie* make contracts for Are wooc
else
of
the
ami
he
to
kind,
thing
undertake. The bond must be ac
proving
propose*
to be carried on the railway during the next season
effectual after all others have failed,
know It-dged befor*- a judge of a court of record, and
Is designed for both married and tinthe boudr-mt-u must be certified by the Judge of
they must understand that they wilfdosoat their own
risk. aud that the Company will not feel tbcmaeJvm
District Court of the United States, or an Ordnanc<
gle ladies, ami is the very best thing
bound to carry it.
knowu for the purpose, as it win
officer in charge ol a t'nitcri States arsenal, to b«
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
each worth the penal sum of the bond over and abovi
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
from what stations fire wood can be carried nexl
of obstructions, from any cause, and
all liabilities. Tha right is reserv ed to reject all pro
summer.
after all..other remedies of the kiud
posals if the prices are deemed too high, or if for an]
C. J. BRYDCES, Managing Director.
have b*'e„ tried in vain.
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to oc
Montreal. August 1 1*3.
afldtf
OVER 2800 BOITLES have now
cent them.
been sold without a tingle failure,
wiil
be
sealed
and
addressed
to
“Genera
Proposal*
J. W. Kioley, Chief of Ordaauce. Washington, D.C.,’
Oi when taken as directed, and without
uC the least injurv to health in any rose.
and will be endorsed “Proposal for heavv cannon.'
is put up in bottles of three
J W RIPLKt,
To f'nicAoo. CDnniTi, Clituiip, Detroit
riiflV rent strengths, with fall direcBrigadier General Chief of Ordnance.
Toledo, ST. Pall, La Ckokoe. St. Locie,
lions for using, and seut by express,
Jan80 eodtfeb27
New Oelbarx, or toy pari o* th«*
to
of
the
sealed,
all
country.
closely
parts
PRICKS—bull strength. 810, half strength, 86;
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WE T
bottle.
83
quarter strength,
j*or
of Cumberland,
BY THE
t$F“RFMFMRFR—This medicine is designed exTreasurer ft Urnci, Jan. 20.18C3.
prrssly for nftsfinafr cases, which all other remedies
ERIK RAILWAY.
o! Costa of Ciintii.ftl Prosecutions
gf the ktnd hare failed to cure; also that it is warallowed by the Supreme Judicial Court, at tin
ranted as represented in every respect, or the price
Via Buyvalo, Dubeirk, ard Kiaoaea Tall*
No\ember Term, A. D. l*R2.n»ado in conformity will
will he refunded.
the
of an act of the Legislature of Maine
requirement*
WAKE OF in ITA TIOSS
Kudc ,rnuentitled "An Act relating to Fine* and Costa of (rim
ine and warranted, unless purchased directly of Pr.
Tbi, road i» broad ocaor Rod is proridtd will
iual Prosecutions.” approved March 27th, 1858.
Nrw and Splendid Slreping Par*.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special IHseases,
No. 28 Union street, Providence, R. I.
ty~TickeU sold in Portland al loweat Boston rata
UPThi* Specialty embraces alt diseases of a priL>
rate nature, both ot ME> ami WOMEN, by a regW D. LITTLE, Aobrt,
ularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
t.S
**
Oftce SI Er change Street.
giving them bis whole attention.
e-'
Prosecutions.
-r"
«r
=3
fcjTConsultation* by letter or otherwise are strictIT“ You can save money by securing ticket# at thii
<
a®
c
office.
ly ctmjddentia/,kiu\ medkJnes w ill l»e *ent by express.
secure from ohserratton; to all parts ot the United
(ienerul Bill
#38.30 8. J.C.
8.J.C
June 23.
dawtf
"
States. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
State vs. Alexander Foss,
77
James ( onroy,
4.40
wisbiug for a secure and quiet BE1RKAT, with good
until restored to healtn.
can
N'ehetniah C.’Rice,
4.4*)
M
"
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
In. ol N.Yarmouth, 1^.96
HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
••
*•
hundred thmiKond dollars are paid to swindling
Mial Davis et al,
4.40
without
in
New
alone,
Fiancis
4.40 Mon. C.
quack* annually,
any
England
Murphy,
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY hare pur
*’
to those wbo pay it.
AH this come* from
4 40
Mighil Nutting.
chased from the Hannibal k St. Jo#epb Railroac
Richard R Robinson, 1.38 S. J. C.
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike desa large tract of laud iu Northern Missouri
Company
titute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
Daniel C. Webb,
4>3
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwel i
"
•»
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
ltrown Thurston.
4.40
for farming aud manufacturing purposes
County,
'*
Richard R Robinson,4.*3 Man. C.
assertions, in praise of themselves. If, therefore,
aud have divided their property into lots and farms
Liquor* claimed by
you would avoid Inina humbugged, take no man’s
They are offered u> subscriber!* in share# of #20 each
"
Rkrh'd R.Robinson, 5.18
word, no matter what his jirrfensioti* ore, but
Maps, with Bill information, can be had by callingoi
"
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
Joseph 11 Faulkner, 4.40 8. J. C.
••
EDWARD Nil AW. A
( banes B Paine,
4.40
may save you many regrets: for, as advertising ph»4.40
details, in nine cases on. of teu, are bogus, there is
102 Middle 8trkkt. Portland.
no safety in t rusting any of them, unless you know
Silas Kali,
4 40
one
dtf
M
trAo ami what tin*' are
4.40
**
**
Sand M. Hayden,
4 40
tr i )K. M. will send frek. bv enclosing one
"
»»
John D. Wood burr, 4.40
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEA8E8 OF WOMEN, ami on Private IHseases generally, gi'iug full
4.40
**
M
P.
1.70
Chaim and Track Iron*.
information, with the most undtmbtcd references and
Miller,
Josephus
"
Daniel C. Webb,
4 83
testimonials, without which no advertising
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AX Y ('OXRichard K. Robinson, 1.3*
undersigned ha* been appointed Agent foi
M
James Mcttliuchy,
FIPEXCE WHATEVER.
4.95
the sale of Marine Kail wav and other Chains
attended to. Write
UMr“Ordens by mail
Liquor* claiinwl by
in the United States and British North America.man
"
Samuel Chadwick, 4 *3 Mun. C.
youraddres* plainly, aud direct to DR. MATT I SON,
ufactiired bv IIicnry Wooi> A Co., of Liverpool
as above.
John Rogers, app’t,
4 4«>
dectidawlyftO
Great Britain, and ia now prepared to receive order*
John < •uiley.
4.40
for Marine Railway Chains, made to ordar and t«
"
"
John O. Kagan,
4.4*)
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warPOOli KICIIAHD'S
Elia* M. Kastman and
ranted to tit. These chain* are made of an iron peKliz Eastman,
4 40 8. J.C.
suited to this purpoar. which, by actual test,
•
M
Do
4.40
do,
shows its average breaking strain to be 96 tons per
M
Albion (i. Lewi*.
4.*3
inch of sectional area
Parties wishing good and reDeunis McLoverin,
liable chain* will do well to examine those in actual
TW’D Organs of the human aystem are more imporJinn. t.
»PI> *.
service.
**
Samuel J. Ila/elton, 4.40 S.J.C.
tant to health and comfort than the Eva and
Marine Rail wav Track Iron* are drilled with tb«
•*
Eton Pendexter,
4 40 Muu. C.
counter*link hole* ami the Bolt* to match; al*o,
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neg"
M
4.40
Josephu#('.Andrews,
of all kinds, Screw Bolts. Lag Screws, and all
lected. They »«*em to past even common observation,
4.40
(.eorge llall,
kinds of forging done to order. am! of quality and
**
Kiifus I’orter.
4.85 S.J.C.
and yet every part of the body is dependent up«-n
to suit.
quantity
Alinon 1,. Emerr,
20 28
Mr. C. feel* confident he can
the above arthem for life and health.
13.08
ticles on a* favorable term* a* can be obtained else4 »V>
4*
Osgood Core.
where. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.
Poor Kichanrs Eye and Ear Water
"
James Now Ian,
4 *50
Sub-marine Engineer.
Jam* * June# and (Jeo.
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderjanlO '62 dlawly*
New Bxurouo. Maas.
M l ike.
4 40 Mun C.
"
ful iu its operations, putting to blush the old systems
Frederick M. Libby, 4 *0 S. J C.
"
’*
Walter Corbett,
4 44*
AT a Court or Pbobatb held at Portland, within
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
Johu It Merrow,
and for the County of Cumberland, on the fir*t
34 22
Below we give the certificate of Kev. P. S.
as good.
923
Ttie*day of January, in the year of our Lord
"
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
4.40
eighteen hnndred and *ixty-three.
Harrey Freeman,
A*a Humphrey.
4.40 Mun. C.
BADGER, named Executor in a
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
I certain Instrument purporting to l»e the last
Cortaiu intoxicating
of this remedy, they may learu more of its practical
Will
and
Testament
of Joseph Graffaui. late of
claimed
liquors
by
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Brunswick in«aid County, deceased,having presented
J. F. Abbott.
4.40 S.J.C.
same
for
the
Ja#
Itradbo
40
Mun.
C.
probate:
,Jr..app’t.4
Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 1HC2.
It ten* Ordered, That the said Executor give notiee |
Kob tK Duddy.
4.40
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
"
Sam’I T. Dver.
: to all persons interested, by caasing notice to be nub4.40
a
inflammation
been
bad
boy. chronic
Thom a* Breslin, **
4 40
i lished three weeks successively in the Maine State
produced. in
"
Press, printed at Portland, that flier may appear at
Jeremiah Kagan,
15.10 g. J. C.
conseqfacucc of which I suffered constant martyra Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
Let i 8. oft en*.
82 70 Mun. C.
dom.
Every moment of no waking life was embitfirst Tuesdav of February uext. at ten of th« dock
Catharine Touro.
17.91
tered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
iu the forenoon, and show cause if any they have,
Johu C. gticknev, 111.00
"
**
A variety of remedies had been resorted to w ith7 98
why the said instrument should sot lie proved, apand allowed, as the last Will and Testament
Daniel Ward.
15.69 S.J.C.
proved.
out success, and 1 eutertained the purpose, as a last
"
of
said deceased.
T.
Mun.
20.89
C.
Haskins,
Kalph
resort, of having the ball takeu out of its socket, in
WUXI AM G. BAKROW8. Judge.
•Ioanna Met rath and
A true copy, aft**!,
the hope of thus finding relief.
Ellen F. Murphy, 20 30 8. J C.
"
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register
9 38
30 v»8w*
game,
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
"
7 S3
Same,
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICH7 48
Same,
f i!HE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
M
7 43
ARD'S EYE WATER, lhad never heard of it beSame,
JL concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
7 43
Same.
taken
fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
upon himself the trust of Executor of the last
Isaac Smith.
48.16 Mun. C.
will ami testament of
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
Edward Jefferd* and
MOSES A GRAVES.
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
Robert Mai ney, 17 40
late of Brunswick in the Comity of Cumberland, de**
Jonathan Dow,
29.90 S. J. C.
ceased,
bond a* the law directs; h«- there- I
giving
j
by
aud
went
forth
to
of
a
the
new
life.
light,
enjoyment
7 54
Same,
fore requests all person* who are indebted to the
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
Broncas t)cenv,
37.75 Mun. C.
•aid deceased's estate, to make immediate payment;
Timothv Donahue and
and those who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me,1 give it a
Elira Treat.
10 20 S.J.C.
the tame for settlement to
dose, and that is an end of it. I would uot be with**
W.
Trial
197.14
Justice.
Lamb.
Joseph
ALFRED C. GRAVES.
out it for auy amount of money. I take occasion to
Dennis Mctiov rin
89 w8w*
Brunswick. Dec. 16,1^3
et al.
9.78 Mun. C.
say, further, that my wife used to sillier severely at
James Conroy et als, 7 06
At
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
times from protracted pain in aud over her eye-, and
"
A#a Humphrey etals. 9 13
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesshe has found Poor Richard's Eye Water a sov13 52 S.J.C.
Stephen l’hinnoy
day of Januarv. in the year of our Lord eighteen
I*.
Miller.
7.06
in
her
almost
Instant
her
Josephus
hundred
and *ixt.y-thre«\
case, giving
croiguspecific
leoreiuo Merrill,app’t.8 17 Mun. C.
BIGGS, late partner and creditor
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
Jas. McLau^hliu,
13.52
of Stephen Lowell, late of Portlaud. in said ;
2.3 85 Trial Justice.
personally received, 1 cannot hutcoinmend the prep(’barb-, Dalton.
1 County, deceased.having presented his petition that
f*
63.27 Mun. C.
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
Benjamin tireen,
Administration on the estate of said deceased may be
"
Charles llcwey,
16 45 S.J.C.
granted to him.
P. S. HENSON,
Lvdia rhinney,
15.15 Trial Justice.
It irne Or tie red,That the said Petitioner give notice
**
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Win. Cochrane,
6.88 S.J.C.
to all psrso
tod, b] srmIri Both ->!• ba published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Retidfnce 1130 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
*1.185 87
Pres*, printed at Portland, that rhev may appear at a
ty Numerous certificates of a similar character
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
THOMAS H MEAD.
might be furnishedthird Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
County Treasurer
in
the forenoon, and show cause, if an> they have,
Jan.
1883.
Portland,
24.
jau26 d2nwAtt3w32
Poor Richard’a Eye and Ear Water
why the same should not he granted.
WILLIAM G. BA RROWS, Judge.
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisA true copy. atte«t.
32 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
eased Even, Dim Vision and Weak Eves, Deafness,

The Great Indian
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FAIRBANKS’

;

Androscoggin
Falls, Willou and

||tua]ly

1

(endured.

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10AA A.

M.. connecting at Brunswick with the
Railroad lor Lewiston. Livermore

pier

asensation

,

be made in conform-

MA.YIBI « ■ WISE.
PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
Or Choice Oporto Grape,

SPIIEK'S

fol-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

■
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cannou, to

^

19th,

as

projectile!

40
4<t
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«

Nov.

jJBHE

Slash.125 a 160
II oons.830 ft31

[Trinidad.38
C uba clayed. 34 ft35
do.
do. tart. 31 «:t3

Wednesday,
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sa'd 1 lOOftl 20
CireenCo’y
Kill Mol.
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18<i2, uasscngu' tiains will leave
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MEDICAL

WJNTKR ARRANGEMENT.

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

Country

.Cienftigos.....88^

J

ity with drawings to be supplied by the Ordnance
Department, aud with the following specifications:

k Heads,city. 262@275
anr
Ifgdriodat* Sugar do. city. .262®2,76
no.
dn. c'trv 1
1

HneKmotaek Titular. » tun.
M olnasrs.
Duty tie p pal.

Ordsasce Or kick, War Department, »
W ahiiisiiton, January 27, 1863.
proposals will lx* received at this office until 4 o’clock p. m., on the 27tli of February next, for furnishing one* hundred, or less, 24-pounder ?ast iron
Howitzers tor Hank defence, l b* -# Howitzers weigh,
when finished, about 1.476 pound* each, and drawings exhibiting their dimension* can he seen at this
office, or at the United States Arsenals. They are to
he subject to the regular United Mates inspection and
proof, and none an to be received and paid for except such as pass inspoctiOo and proof, and are approved by a United Stat«*s Inspector, to be designated by this office.
Payment*will be made on certificate* of inspection |ipd receipts, to be given by the
Inspector, and forwarded to this affice.
Bidders w»»l| state the number Ol Howitzer* they
propoye to deliver (not exceeding one hundred.) the
place of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
pound, for the tinisfied Howitzer; and no hid will be
entertained unless it be from a founder regularly engag«d in the business, i>n tin factory evidence of which
inusl accompany the hid. Any bidder obtaining a
contract will be required to enter into Ixmds, with
not less than two sureties, in the penal sum often
thousand dollars, for the faithful fuitilmeat of bia
contract in all respect*. Theboude must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and the
bondsmen must hecn-tifledby the Judge arm District
Court or tlx* United States, or an Ordnance officer hi
oharge Of a United States arsenal, to b** worth the
penaJ mini of the bond over and above ail liabilities.
The right is reserved to rqjec.t all proposals if the
prices an* deemed too high, trr if, f<iT an-v cause, it is
not deemed for the public intthast t*» accept t tie in.
Proposal?- will lx- rnaii-d and ail dressed to “BrigaGeneral dame* W. UipU y, Chief of Orduauce,
W a«Uington, D. C./r and wifi be endorsed "Proposal for flank Howitzers.’•
J. W ftlPI.KY,
Brigadier Gcu?rul Chief of Ordnance.

for 13, 10, and 8 Inch
Cannon.
Ordnance Office, War Department, 1
W ash I noton. January 27th, 1888.
f
Proposal* will be received at this office until h T.M.,
on the 27th of February, 1863. for
furnishing 13, 10

Cassm

Mast ic. Ipecac, Hh uba rb
1'ardarwms, (HI Lemon
Anise and Orange, lo
dim 60c, Tolu and < 'rud*
CamphordOc, lie fined do
4'»ct Tartaric Aciti Tttc
Cream Tartar, i'itrii
Acid, Shellac, < opal, I hi
mar and Hums used /of
like purposes 10c, Aloes
Tcrdigris, Chlorate <>)
Potash, Carb.
6c. Boracic Acid, YelUm
Prussiate Potash ana
Bed do. 10c,
Oxalic Acid and Sugar
gf Lead 4c. Asphalt urn
and Hi-Chro. Potash 3r
Sago 1 ^c, Epsom Salts

h rf tTmi if L—141=
-tit
kennebec; ani> porti.anii h. r.

l’ru|>osih lor Flank ll«wil»'r«.

Proposals

Sheet and Pipe.. 11 @U|
Lime.
Co tire.
plinth 10 |>c ad val.
Rockland, cask... 76 @80c
butg be i> lb.
Lumber—from yard.
Java
lb...... -.36 q36<
it. Domingo.30 &31 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 @
do.
No.2 34 (aj
Rio .32 a, 3t
do.
No. 3. 24 @
Mocha.Kouc.
do.
No.
4 .14 @
1 orda«r.
Duty Tarred*Jc, Mantl Shipping Lumber. 17 @18
/a 21, a// offtxr 34 Ip lb. Spruce.. .11 @12
lb ..i4i<%15 Hemlock.8 @10
American
Russia Hemp.1610,17 Box Nh'k*,(ca*h) 46 @68e
Manilla.
Clapb'ds, Sext .814 @16
do.
1*
30 @82
Bolt rope, Russia 164-al7
do.
Manilla. I6al0. Shingles, Ced. ext 2W». 3
do.
No.1.2 @ 2j
Omrnl.
do. ext. Pine 8j a 4
ft bbl. 51 40(8/1 41
Laths, Spruce_12** a 1 26
Drug* nnd l>yr».
do. Pine.1 26.a 2 00
butg P lb— OH Cinna
3o @86
mm 52. Oi/ Almond* a nr, Red Oak Staves
Otto of Hose 51 60, <>i> Mol. Hhd. Shooks

Bergamot.

RAILROADS.

yl^^gtrains

twnuounu

WbiUjaah...

ptmxi, s.

janJO codtl»b27

er

LtJikli..., ........lo.jjj
Franklin.. 10gi

pft o

Uiyr

rUHHGV
886. Wahhixotox 8t., Bath.
presence of his Commander-in-Cbiet he con*1do red It His duly to comply. “Gentlemen
I1
M •.•Terms SI per day. Stable conn*,'** Borax. 304Ua«335 Pa/m, Seal and Cocitaami ladies,” said lie, looking around the table
nnt Ytc.
i Brimstone (roll)..
gal
with house.
I Bi-Carb. Soda.0J a 7 .Portland Kerosene
Mid UP *t the galleries, “I hare felt since I
Bath. June 23.1862.
dtf
Sulphur.6 ® 6j IIlumiuat g Oil 55 :560c
bare been on this trip as if 1 had lieen drawn
Sal Soda.3: « 4 Machine.80 ,a> 82
through two long lines of beautiful women.
Camphor.1 30*1 3? Clarine.
(ream Tartar.35 a 56 Spent) Winter. 208(5210
SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
[Applause] 1,never hud an idea that there
Logwood ex.12^.a 14 Whale, ref. Wint 1*8 a M0
were so many angels in this wicked world.
AlfYe«l Carr,
do.
Proprietor.
Crude.90 ft 92
Bfagnepia .2# «3»3
] Dat I think the women of one
Indigo, M’la. flue. 81^3 2 ‘(irand Hank and
BATH. MAINE.
Bladder.17o>.« 19 j Bay Chaieur. 826 (529
city are mure iieautifui than any of the rest,
and I wonder that justice has never been done
Opium.89ialo Shore.24 ft28
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
Rhubarb.2 00*22: Linseed.tl 365139
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulto them.
[ Applaase, and a decidedly agreealy situated on the Kennebec, twelve milvs | Alcohol.1 10® 1 II Boiled.1 4“al 42
the
ladies
in
the
among
gallery.]
Fluid.1 16 f)l 21 Lard Oil.1 Ofxal 68
from the sea, and affords one of the most
■ean, my frieuds, the ladies of Portland,
Caniphene. 325*3 & Olive Oil.175ft 180
nvftiug retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
Saltpetre.11 *23 Castor Oil.2255 2 35
-Maine, the handsomest women I ever saw. |
cities.
Vitriol.14 *16 Neats foot Oil.... 1 lUftl 16
Sag/.n a hock is one of the finest, most spaGentlemen, 1 give you tbe health of the ladies
Onions—
•
Dfrwaads*
and
best
cious,
appointed Hotels ih the State, located
•f Portland Mniue!"
p bbl.83 3758 50
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat | Duty: Free.
t>; The excitement, confusion, and roars of
eW
Bar
wood.2
bush.1
3i»«
1
40
,p
Post
Custom
Landing,
Office,
llouse. Ac., being diBrazil Wood.13 *
Pninl*.
laughter which followed this unexpected con- rectly in the business centre of the City.
Camwood.4K® 4 T/uty On White Lead dry
clusion of Lite Major's remarks must tie left to
Terns* Moderate by the Week or Day.
( uba.2 j*
or ground in oil and Red
Fustic,
"
the imagination of the reader.— [Harper's
Bath, Juue 23, 1862.
Lead 82 40 p 100 lbs,
Sav an villa
dtf
Litharge 24c, Oxide gf
Mootbly.
Zinc 2jc p lb. Prussian
Blue, vermilion. Chrome
A Rj*k y Bet.—Ebenezer Sweat of BrunsSt. Domingo.
Yellow, Venetian Ret!25,
WAR CLAIM
wick has enlisted. Ebenezer has been a “meat
Extract Logwood. 13 *14
Spanish Brown dry 20,
in oil 3o pc ad ral., Yelin Brunswick for the last half century,
9100 Bounty Money, Bark Pay,
low and other Ochres 50c
knd lias probably furnished Bowdoin students
And Pension*.
P 100 lbs, Paris White
tougher meat and harder swearing than they
dry 00c, in oil 8150,
undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
ctver experienced in after life.
Ebeuezer is
IVhiting 60c p 100 lbs.
yunuiruu i>»i.iju,
United State* Government, #100 Bounty Mouey,
lied Sauders.3 * 6 P'tl’d Lead, in oil.81 lift
considerable .if a wag. but a story is told in
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
Lewis Lead,
11 la 12
l>urlt.
Brunswick Whidi shows that at least on one
in the U. S. service.
Boston Lead,
Ihity 30 Pc ad val.
.llftlU
occasion he was outwitted.
French Zinc,
Raven*.50c®
.lOftloJ
Invalid
A student called into his market one morn.8 (a
Portland, No. 3. 1 •'O® Ainer. Zinc,
Rochelle Yellow. 3 ft 31
No. 10.72*
ing, and seeing a large tub hill of eggs on the Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
3.
9(1
Yen.
No.
Kng.
lied-3
Navv,
S’r,
ft 3j
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
floor eyed it very wisely for some moments,
No. 10. 66
Litharge.11 a
}«ndaccosted Sweat: “I'll wager twenty-five of the United States, in the line of duty.
Red Lead .11ft
Tent Duck,
eaut* that I can jump into that tub and not
I'laairr.
Pensions
12 ot.66 @
break an egg.” “Tou can’t do it,” replied
\fhUu: Free.
ton Soft.2 26® 2 50
Fcnlhrrn.
Procured for widows or children of Officers and Sol[Per
SWeat. “I'll stake twenty-five cents I can,”
Hard.200(0,225
Duty 30 |>c ad rat.
diers who
responded the student. “Well, here's twen- ted States.have died while in the service of the Uu>
Live Geese p lb 60 @66 (j round.6 00®6 25
l'ron»inn«.
Russia.26 ^
ty-five,” continued Sweat, “put up your monPrize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back
Pay co
Flak.
Duty: Baf and Fork lc,
ey." The money was accordingly solemnly lected for Seamen and their heirs.
100
For
Tb*
Lard, Baron ami Hams
foreign
Duty
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
put into U»« hands of the third party, and the
2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
caught
Herring 9 1
All riaims ajraiust the Government will reoc
student prepared for the difiicult encounter,
Mesa IW.S12 a 14
Salmon
£3
Mackerel
£2,
Ch’go
;
prompt attention.
..12', a13
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The custom of sending reporters to aecom.
pany distinguished personages was introduced by tbe Herald, in l»vi«, when President
Van Puren's tpur was fully chronicled; aud
tl|is trad afterward followed up by reports of
"President Polk's trip through the Atlantic
States from North Carolina to Maine. During this latter affair a most remarkable speech i
wa* delivered by an army officer, at Trenton, !
New Jersey. MiyorS-, U. S. A., the hero |
referred to, had been stationed for a long time
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ly. at this season, should
SAMBUC1 WINE,

use

the

celebrated ia Europe for Its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent pbydcian*.
used in
and American
of the first families in Europe and

European

by

and

Hospital*,

America
TUNIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being eutirely a pure wine of a most val-

some

AS A

uable grape.

AS A

DIURETIC,

It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,Goat
and Rheumatic Affections.

SPEER S WINE
Is not

a mixture or manufactured article, but is
pure,
of the Portugal Samhuri grape, cultifrom the
vated in New Jersey, recommended bv chemists and
-« possessing medical properties
superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefiting ladies
and children.
A LADIES' WINE,

juice
physicians

Because it will not Intoxicate as other wine*, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
organ*, end a blooming, soft and healthy skta aad

complexiou.

WE REFER

TO

ffew well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Mcott.rSA. I Dr. Wilson. 11th st
NT
(iov. Moriran. If T .Hlat*. I Dr War*. Newark, J9. J.
a

Dr. J.R.Chilton.NY.City.

Dr. Dougbertr, Newark,

Dr Parker. N. Y. City.
N.J
Dm. Darev* Nieholl»w- Dr. Marer. KxTwk.
Dr. C u m m I n g*
d.
ark.N. J.
Dr. Hare*. Bottom.
gar*>one genuine without the signature of “Al>>,
FRED STEER, Tannic. X. J.," is over the cork of
each bottle.
nr MAKE OSE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Ikrugglst* and all Knit 'as* dealer*.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. STEER, Proprietor.
Vimkya rd—Pasqaie, New Jersey.
Office—208 Broadway. New York
JOHN LA FOT, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold In Portland by H. II. HAT.Druggist. Supply-

duett

ing Agent.
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WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dtt. U
B f DIX if foiling to cure in less time than
more effectually and permaany other
nently, with Iras restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.

*•/"

physician,

SELF-ABUSE AND BOLTTARY HABITS.
*
Their effect* and consequence*;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATION*.
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affectio s: Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin: Ulcere cf the None. I hroct and Body; Pimples on the Face; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses m youth,
and the more advanced at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.
DR L. DIX S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE.

SI Eadicolt Xmt, HmIdi.Mmx,
la M unified that patient, .ever ere or Xu eoeh
other. Recollect, the oiilt entrance to hi* Offer is
No. 21. having no connection with hi* residence,consequently no family interruption, *o that on no account can any person hesitate applying at hia office.
DR. DIX

ftoMJg a—erta (and it cannot be contradicted.except
bv Quacks,who will nay or do anything, even perjure
themselves. to impose upon patients! that be
in THE ORLY REOrLAR URA PLATE PRTCICLA9
YKRTIMBO 19 BOTTOM.

A*-

YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special disease*, a fact so
well known to mnnv Citizen*.Publisher*. Merchant*.
Hotel Proprietors. Ac that he is much recommended, aud particularly to
STRANGERS and travellers.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quack*, mure sionerous in Boston than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX!
SIXTEEN

proudly

refer*

tc

Professor* and

respectable Physi-

cians—many of whom cousuit him ia critical cnee*,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and ob-

servation.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE*
be not robbed and add to your suffering* in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, raise
promise* and preteusious of

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases. nod lks* as to their cure. Home exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or College*, which
never existed in any part of the world; others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ui known;
not only assuming and advertising in name*of those
inserted in the diploma*, bat to further their
tion assume name* of other moat celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

imposi-

QUACK N09TRUM MAKERS,
through false certificate* and referenee*. and recommendation* of their medicines ky the dalid, who cannot expose or contradict them; or who. besides, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical bock*
much that is writfeu of the qualities and effects of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts. Hpccittcs. Ac most ot which,
if not all, contain Mercury. because of the ancient
belief of its “curing everything," but now known
to “kill more than to eared," and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through thejguorancc of the Quack Doctor,knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
gives it to all his patients in pills, drop*. Ac
so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to bis socalled Extracts, Specific. Antidote. Ac., both reiving
upon its effect* in caring a few in a hundred, it u
trumpeted in various way* throughout the land; but
alar! nothing is said of the balance; some of whom
die. other* grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or year*, until relieved or cured, if
possible, by competent phy-ictans.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE N«IT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some uuack doctors and uostruui maker*,yet, regard-

less of the life and health of other*, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, conmercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
fee" may he obtained for professedly curing, or “the
dollar" or “traction of it" may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also.and
use less Iv spend large amounts'for experiments with

tradicting giving

quackery.
DR. L DIX'S
charges arc very moderate Communieutions sacredly confidential, aud all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy aud confidence, whatever may be

the disease, condition or situation of any oue, married or single.
Medicine* sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States
All letter* requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dtx.Ko.2l Endicott street.Boston.
Mass.

Boston. Janl, 1*43.
O

ly

THE LA DUB. The oelebrated DB. L.

DIX particularly iwvites all ladies who need a
Mfdii'ttt or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
which they will
21 Endicott street, Boston. Mass
find arranged fbr their special accommodation.
Dn. DIX having devoted over twenty year* to this
particular brauch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to fbmalrs. it is now conceded by all (both In
this country and in Europe) that he exoels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and eflt*etual
treatment of all female complaint*.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as deblfttv, weakness. unnatural
enlargements of tho
womb. also, all discharges which (low from a morbid
state of the blood. Tho Doctor is now Billy
to treat In his peculiar style, both medically ana surgically, all diseases of the female aex, and they are
respect Billy invited to call at

suppressions,

prepared

Mo. 21 Endicott Street, Bouton.
All letters requiring advice
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Jan 1. 1*K3.
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Gray Beards, Attend!
and year* pi

experience,
Twenty
AFTER
experiment, I have at last found tho
Years'

•

Noilff of Foreclosure*
Dost Dyo!
undersigned horebv gives public notice that
For coloring Hair in the world. I say it boldly, and
he hold* a mortgage for the sum of one hundred
*av fort her. that If any one buys my
Aud
it.
mean
and ten dollars and interest thereon, given bv Francis j
Dye. and alter try ing, docs not like it. I will rethnd
Oreu Ingalls of Naple* in the County of Cumberme the bottle with one halt
on
returning
the
money
land, dated April 2*th. l^dO. recorded book 290, pare j its contents
852. on a certain parcel of land situated in that part |
I do uot wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel »ym
of Naples which was formerly a part of Bridgton.
pat hirer.
and being a part of lot numbered seven. Range 28
Afeota can b« supplied at wholeaalc price! by adThe condition of said mortgage hav ing been broken,
dreaainpr
he therefore claims a foreclosure of the same
JOHN M. TODD. Portland,Me.
jan20dUw3w31
SAMUEL F. PER LEY.
Oct. 23 dkw tf.

THE

